TOWN OF HIGH LEVEL

REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING

Monday, January 9th, 2017
Room 150
7:00 p.m.

"We will strive to improve our community's quality of life by providing a safe,
sustainable environment through planning, communication and cooperation, both
locally and regionally."

TOWN OF HIGH LEVEL
REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING
Council Chambers at 7:00 p.m.
January 9, 2017

AGENDA
Item
Pg
1. CALL TO ORDER

2. ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA
Regular Council Meeting Agenda,
January 9, 2017

Adoption of the Agenda

2

3. PUBLIC HEARING
None.
4. PRESENTATION
5-year Long-Service Award Mr. Tim DenOudsten

To acknowledge and thank Mr. DenOudsten for his
service and contributions in his 5 years of service.

15-year Long-Service Award Mr. Rodney Schmidt

To acknowledge and thank Mr. Schmidt for his
service and contributions in his 15 years of service.

5. DELEGATIONS
5.1 S/Sgt Brad Giles, RCMP High Level Detachment

 Dec 2017 HL RCMP Policing Highlights;
 Town of HL - High Level Detachment, Crime
Data – Dec 2016
 HL Provincial Detachment Stat Comparison January to Dec: 2012-2016; & Dec: 2012-2016
 HL Provincial Detachment Stat Comparison October - December (Q4): 2012-2016

7

Disability Awareness

15

6. ADOPTION OF MINUTES
6.1 Regular Council Meeting minutes of
December 12, 2016

Adoption of the minutes.

47

6.2 Special Meeting minutes of January 4, 2017

Adoption of the minutes.

53

5.2 Mr. Arthur Erickson, Director
Voice of Albertans with Disabilities

2

Town of High Level Council Agenda
January 9, 2017

7. DELEGATION BUSINESS
7.1 RCMP High Level Detachment
 Town of HL - High Level Detachment, Crime
Data – Dec 2016
 Dec 2016 HL RCMP Policing Highlights;
 HL Provincial Detachment Stat Comparison January to Dec: 2012-2016; & Dec: 2012-2016
 HL Provincial Detachment Stat Comparison October - December (Q4): 2012-2016
8. MAYOR’S REPORT

9. COUNCIL COMMITTEE REPORTS
Committees on which Councillors are appointed:
 Deputy Mayor MacLeod
 Councillor Chandler
 Councillor Forest
 Councillor Morgan
 Councillor Rapke

59

Reports from various committees on which
Councillors are appointed.

10. ADMINISTRATION REPORTS
10.1 Actions Resulting from Council Meetings

Actions Resulting from Council Meetings

10.2 2017 and 2015/2016 Council Donation List

2017 and 2015/2016 Council Donation List

62

Discussion of Agenda items.

65

13.2 RFD: Prevention and Resolution of Harassment
in the Workplace Policy #185-01

Decision from Council.

66

13.3 RFD: HR Policy 165-97, amendment

Decision from Council.

94

13.4 RFD: Request for Tax Exemption

Decision from Council.

119

14. CORRESPONDENCE FOR ACTION
14.1 Application for Donation High Level Curling Club

Request to Council for a donation of $300.

178

11. ADMINISTRATIVE INQUIRIES
None.
12. OLD BUSINESS
None.
13. NEW BUSINESS
13.1 Tri-Council Meeting on Feb 1, 2017

14.2 March 13, 2017 deadline for rural communities to
a apply for federal broadband

183

3

Town of High Level Council Agenda
January 9, 2017

15. CORRESPONDENCE FOR INFORMATION
15.1 Alberta Association of Municipal Districts and Counties - Contact Newsletters, Dec 22, 2016 | Volume
2016 | Issue 48

187

15.2 Alberta Association of Municipal Districts and Counties - Contact Newsletters, Jan 5, 2017 | Volume
2017 | Issue 1

191

15.3 Alberta Electoral Boundaries Commission - Electoral boundary review, Dec 12, 2016

195

15.4 Maryanne Chichak - email re Carbon Tax, Dec 22, 2016/copy of letter sent to Premier Notley

196

15.5 Northern Alberta Development Council News - Newsletter, Dec 2016

198

15.6 STARS - Letter of thanks for the 2017 donation.

201

15.7 Municipal Affairs - Municipal Sustainability Initiative, operating spending plan, Nov 30, 2016

202

15.8 Seniors and Housing - copy of letter sent to Mackenzie Housing Management Board, Dec 1, 2016

203

16. NOTICE OF MOTIONS
None.
17. QUESTION PERIOD

18. IN CAMERA
18.1 IDA High Level
Disclosure harmful to business interests of a
third party
Pursuant to FOIP Part 1, Div. 2, s16(1)(a)(ii)
18.2 PS3260/3270 Standards
Disclosure harmful to business interests of a
third party
Pursuant to FOIP Part 1, Div. 2, s24(1)(g)
18.3 Chief Administrative Officer search
Disclosure harmful to personal privacy
Pursuant to FOIP Part 1, Div. 2, s17(4)(d) and (f)
19. ADJOURNMENT

4
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PRESENTATION

6

DELEGATIONS

December 2016 High Level RCMP Policing Highlights and 4th Quarter Reports
1. We ended the 2016 year at a 6% total overall decrease over 2016 Criminal Code investigations for the entire High
Level RCMP region, investigating a total of 2857 Criminal Code investigations for the year.
2. Our officers and Support Staff dealt with a total of 5827 calls to service in 2016 which includes Criminal Code,
Provincial, and general public assistance situations.
3. We had a total of 147 Criminal Code calls to service within the Town of High Level in November, with a clearance
rate of 85.2% on all Criminal Code investigations. The District average was 56% for 2016.
4. We ended the 2016 year on Spousal Abuse files (which include assaults, threats, breach of court orders,
harassment and spousal related mischief) at a 26.5% increase over 2015. Unfortunately December proved to be
a very busy month in this area. We investigated a total of 456 Spousal Assault related files in 2016.
a. Our new in house created Domestic Violence regular member position has affected our numbers as
expected, as Cst. GREENLAND has been very successful in conducting conditions compliance checks
resulting in additional charges. He has also been doing Warrant Roundups on DV offenders, which have
all resulted in additional breach charges on the Offenders.
b. Cst. GREENLAND is able to assist in keeping other officers on the road as he completes a lot of the DV
mandatory documents for them. I had created a document that automatically fills in 7 mandatory
Domestic Violence forms at one time which greatly reduces paperwork time in the office. This has been
successful enough that the District DV Coordinator requested a copy to make it work for all detachments
in the District. As this was shared with Chateh RCMP, a Chateh RCMP member took the idea and has
recently created a quick fill Supervisor Review form which will further reduce the paperwork time on the
DV investigations from start to supervision finish.
c. A new Therapist has been hired and started working full time in the Domestic Violence Response Unit.
She has started weekly offender sessions.
d. I have been in contact with the Chief Crown Prosecutor to discuss the viability of a Diversion Program for
less serious DV files in which the offender wouldn’t receive a Criminal Conviction if they complete the
DVRU program. Due to legislation issues we are confirming our parameters before moving on this.
5. We laid 7 drug related charges in December, bringing our yearly total to 85 continuing our upward climb over
previous years. Cst. KELLEY is doing a fantastic job in his Crime Reduction Role and the offenders are quickly
learning that strict compliance to their conditions is mandatory as they are constantly checked. I’ve submitted a
request to Staffing to transfer Cst. KELLEY into the High Level Enhanced position as I know that he will continue
to excel in meeting the Town’s mandate.
6. We ended the year with 50 Impaired Driving investigations resulting in charges, continuing the upward climb over
previous years. (2015 – 41, 2014 – 31, 2013 – 47, 2012 – 20)
7. We held 2429 prisoners in 2016.
8. We have three members named to come to High Level this year. One is a 9 year member, one is a 3 year
member, and the third is a new Recruit arriving April 1.
9. We are in the process of renovating the previous Commander Residence on 106 Street in preparation of the next
Police Dog Service Handler coming. I’ve been told that there is some interest in the position which is good for the
area.
10. Attached are the usual monthly reports along with the 4th Quarter Report
11. What to expect for 2017?
a. Continued RCMP partnership and relationship building with the THL, DTFN, and Mackenzie County.
b. Continued dedicated Crime Reduction work with the Town Enhanced and in house CRU members
c. Continued dedicated work toward the root issues for the high rates of Domestic Violence.
d. Continued work toward CTA 2018 to secure additional resources for First Nations Policing.
e. Continued work toward updating and improving government owned residences to help entice serviced
members (Extensive work completed on 8 residences by March 31, 2017 is guaranteed).
Prepared by:
S/Sgt. Brad GILES
High Level RCMP - Detachment Commander
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Town of High Level ‐ High Level Detachment
Crime Data ‐ December 2016
CATEGORY
Reported
Homicides & Offences Related to Death
0
Robbery
1
Sexual Assaults
0
Other Sexual Offences
0
Assault
31
Kidnapping/Hostage/Abduction
0
Extortion
0
Criminal Harassment
3
Uttering Threats
7
Other Persons
0
TOTAL PERSONS
42
Break & Enter
11
Theft of Motor Vehicle
2
Theft Over $5,000
0
Theft Under $5,000
9
Possn Stn Goods
0
Fraud
4
Arson
0
20
Mischief To Property
46
TOTAL PROPERTY
Offensive Weapons
0
Public Order
0
Disturbing the Peace
14
OTHER CRIMINAL CODE
45
TOTAL OTHER CRIMINAL CODE
59
TOTAL CRIMINAL CODE
147
Drug Enforcement ‐ Production
0
Drug Enforcement ‐ Possession
1
Drug Enforcement ‐ Trafficking
6
Drug Enforcement ‐ Other
0
Total Drugs
7
Federal ‐ General
0
TOTAL FEDERAL
7
Liquor Act
30
Other Provincial Stats
11
Total Provincial Stats
41
Municipal By‐laws Traffic
0
Municipal By‐laws
3
Total Municipal
3
Fatals
0
Injury MVAS
0
Property Damage MVAS (Reportable)
7
Property Damage MVAS (Non Reportable)
3
TOTAL MVAS
10
Provincial Traffic
74
Other Traffic
1
Criminal Code Traffic
6
Common Police Activities
False Alarms
25
False/Abandoned 911 Call
2
Persons Reported Missing
7
Request to Locate
2
Abandoned Vehicles
0

Actual
0
1
0
0
27
0
0
3
7
0
38
4
2
0
7
0
4
0
18
35
0
0
12
43
55
128
0
1
5
0
6
0
6
27
10
37
0
2
2
0
0
7
3
10
74
1
6

ClrChg
0
0
0
0
16
0
0
1
3
0
20
1
0
0
3
0
3
0
1
8
0
0
2
35
37
65
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
3
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
2
7
1
3

Suspicious Person/Vehicle
VSU Accepted
VSU Declined
VSU Offered ‐ Not Available
VSU Proactive Referral

ClrOth
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
2
1
0
6
1
0
0
2
0
1
0
21
25
1
0
9
3
13
44
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
21
7
28
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
90
0
0
0
9
63
1
1

Total Clr
0
1
0
0
18
0
0
3
4
0
26
2
0
0
5
0
4
0
22
33
1
0
11
38
50
109
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
22
9
31
0
0
0
0
0
2
1
3
97
1
3

% Clr
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
66.7%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
57.1%
0.0%
68.4%
50.0%
0.0%
0.0%
71.4%
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
122.2%
94.3%
0.0%
0.0%
91.7%
88.4%
90.9%
85.2%
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
16.7%
0.0%
16.7%
81.5%
90.0%
83.8%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
28.6%
33.3%
30.0%
131.1%
100.0%
50.0%
149
150
152
151

This Report contains information extracted from PROS. Any data (i.e. ZONE or ATOM) not correctly entered in PROS will NOT show up on this Report.
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Town of High Level ‐ High Level Detachment
Crime Data ‐ December 2016

Property
Crime

Persons
Crime

Traffic

Drug
Offences

Other
Criminal
Code
Offence

Break & Enter
Theft of Motor Vehicle
Theft Over $5,000
Theft Under $5,000
Possn Stn Goods
Fraud
Arson
Mischief To Property
Total
Assault
Robbery/Extortion/Harassment/Threats
Sexual Offences
Kidnapping/Hostage/Abduction
Homicides & Offences Related to Death
Total
Motor Vehicle Collisions
Impaired Related Offences
Provincial Traffic Offences
Other Traffic Related Offences
Total
Drug Enforcement ‐ Production
Drug Enforcement ‐ Possession
Drug Enforcement ‐ Trafficking
Drug Enforcement ‐ Other
Total
Breach of Peace
Disturbing the Peace
Fail to Comply
Offensive Weapons
Public Order
Other Offence
Total

4
2
0
7
0
4
0
18
35
27
11
0
0
0
38
10
6
74
1
91
0
1
5
0
6
4
12
24
0
0
15
55

Federal /
Provincial
Statutes

Common
Police
Activities

Liquor Act
Mental Health Act
Coroner's Act ‐ Sudden Death
Child Welfare Act
Other Provincial Statute
Other Federal Statute
Total
False Alarms
False/Abandoned 911 Call
Abandoned Vehicles
Persons Reported Missing
Request to Locate
Suspicious Person/Vehicle/Property
Total

27
3
0
0
10
6
46
25
2
0
7
2
0
36

Drug Offences
Victim
Services Accepted
Federal /
2%
Provincial
Victim Services Declined
Other
Victim Services Proactive
Referral Statutes
Criminal Code
18%
Traffic
30%

Persons Crime
12%

15%

0
0
0

Common
Police
Activities
12%
Property
Crime
11%

This Report contains information extracted from PROS. Any data (i.e. ZONE or ATOM) not correctly entered in PROS will NOT show up on this Report.
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High Level Provincial Detachment
Statistical Comparison
January to December: 2012 ‐ 2016
January‐04‐17
CATEGORY

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Homicides & Offences Related to Death

4

2

2

2

1

Robbery

0

2

3

5

9

Sexual Assaults

16

20

14

37

26

Other Sexual Offences

8

8

3

8

5

Assault

415

411

413

513

493

Kidnapping/Hostage/Abduction

12

2

8

2

16

Extortion

0

0

0

0

3

Criminal Harassment

49

41

42

54

62

Uttering Threats

80

94

119

142

147

Other Persons

0

1

1

6

2

TOTAL PERSONS

584

581

605

769

764

Break & Enter

65

73

83

92

111

Theft of Motor Vehicle

36

45

39

51

45

Theft Over $5,000

5

4

9

6

5

Theft Under $5,000

110

115

141

170

188

Possn Stn Goods

27

14

27

25

29

Fraud

25

26

18

26

41

Arson

7

6

1

6

5

771

822

753

1,118

763

1,046

1,105

1,071

1,494

1,187

Offensive Weapons

23

25

23

29

48

Public Order

0

0

0

0

0

Disturbing the peace

692

395

252

357

268

OTHER CRIMINAL CODE

485

351

293

384

590

TOTAL OTHER CRIMINAL CODE

1,200

771

568

770

906

TOTAL CRIMINAL CODE

2,830

2,457

2,244

3,033

2,857

Mischief To Property
TOTAL PROPERTY

Trend

This Report is generated from the PROS database and current scoring of files. All homicide files are not included in this report.
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High Level Provincial Detachment
Statistical Comparison
January to December: 2012 ‐ 2016
CATEGORY

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Drug Enforcement ‐ Production

0

0

0

1

1

Drug Enforcement ‐ Possession

18

23

31

28

39

Drug Enforcement ‐ Trafficking

38

24

36

36

45

Drug Enforcement ‐ Other

0

0

0

0

0

56

47

67

65

85

29

16

10

18

19

TOTAL FEDERAL

85

63

77

83

104

Liquor Act

630

644

682

755

865

Other Provincial Stats

180

294

274

250

251

810

938

956

1,005

1,116

Municipal By‐laws Traffic

2

1

4

1

0

Municipal By‐laws

73

78

52

55

56

75

79

56

56

56

Fatals

0

0

0

1

0

Injury MVC

8

12

10

9

25

Property Damage MVC (Reportable)

226

183

144

159

167

Property Damage MVC (Non Reportable)

28

42

43

33

21

TOTAL MVC

262

237

197

202

213

Provincial Traffic

548

970

1,038

535

841

Other Traffic

21

18

11

4

4

Criminal Code Traffic

223

246

160

171

175

False Alarms

226

188

151

189

197

False/Abandoned 911 Call and 911 Act

231

260

417

356

304

Suspicious Person/Vehicle/Property

9

45

48

33

55

Persons Reported Missing

41

39

56

61

73

Spousal Abuse ‐ Survey Code

281

329

313

360

456

Total Drugs
Federal ‐ General

Total Provincial Stats

Total Municipal

Trend

Common Police Activities

This Report is generated from the PROS database and current scoring of files. All homicide files are not included in this report.
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High Level Provincial Detachment
Statistical Comparison
December: 2012 ‐ 2016
January‐04‐17
CATEGORY

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Homicides & Offences Related to Death

0

0

0

0

0

Robbery

0

0

0

0

1

Sexual Assaults

1

0

0

4

0

Other Sexual Offences

1

0

0

1

0

Assault

30

38

30

46

56

Kidnapping/Hostage/Abduction

0

0

0

0

0

Extortion

0

0

0

0

0

Criminal Harassment

3

6

3

6

4

Uttering Threats

10

10

8

16

19

Other Persons

0

0

0

1

0

TOTAL PERSONS

45

54

41

74

80

Break & Enter

4

4

7

6

6

Theft of Motor Vehicle

1

3

1

5

5

Theft Over $5,000

1

0

1

0

0

Theft Under $5,000

6

3

11

9

8

Possn Stn Goods

0

1

1

1

0

Fraud

1

2

1

2

6

Arson

0

0

0

0

0

Mischief To Property

45

52

70

66

46

58

65

92

89

71

Offensive Weapons

2

1

2

2

2

Public Order

0

0

0

0

0

Disturbing the peace

37

11

16

27

13

OTHER CRIMINAL CODE

14

13

17

27

62

TOTAL OTHER CRIMINAL CODE

53

25

35

56

77

TOTAL CRIMINAL CODE

156

144

168

219

228

TOTAL PROPERTY

Trend

This Report is generated from the PROS database and current scoring of files. All homicide files are not included in this report.
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High Level Provincial Detachment
Statistical Comparison
December: 2012 ‐ 2016
CATEGORY

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Drug Enforcement ‐ Production

0

0

0

0

0

Drug Enforcement ‐ Possession

2

3

1

0

2

Drug Enforcement ‐ Trafficking

0

1

2

0

7

Drug Enforcement ‐ Other

0

0

0

0

0

2

4

3

0

9

2

1

0

1

0

TOTAL FEDERAL

4

5

3

1

9

Liquor Act

29

31

48

34

37

Other Provincial Stats

12

11

15

12

11

41

42

63

46

48

Municipal By‐laws Traffic

0

0

1

0

0

Municipal By‐laws

7

1

2

2

2

7

1

3

2

2

Fatals

0

0

0

0

0

Injury MCS

2

0

0

1

2

Property Damage MVC (Reportable)

34

21

16

14

27

Property Damage MVC (Non Reportable)

5

6

2

4

4

TOTAL MVC

41

27

18

19

33

Provincial Traffic

43

53

44

33

91

Other Traffic

0

1

1

0

1

Criminal Code Traffic

18

16

8

12

9

False Alarms

19

23

7

17

24

False/Abandoned 911 Call and 911 Act

35

39

20

13

6

Suspicious Person/Vehicle/Property

0

1

1

5

0

Persons Reported Missing

7

4

4

8

7

Spousal Abuse ‐ Survey Code

17

36

16

30

42

Total Drugs
Federal ‐ General

Total Provincial Stats

Total Municipal

Trend

Common Police Activities

This Report is generated from the PROS database and current scoring of files. All homicide files are not included in this report.
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High Level Provincial Detachment
Statistical Comparison
October ‐ December (Q4): 2012 ‐ 2016

High Level Provincial Detachment
Statistical Comparison
October ‐ December (Q4): 2012 ‐ 2016
January‐04‐17

CATEGORY

Trend

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Homicides & Offences Related to Death

0

0

0

0

1

Robbery

0

0

0

1

Sexual Assaults

6

5

5

Other Sexual Offences

1

2

1

Assault

94

123

Kidnapping/Hostage/Abduction

4

Extortion

0

Criminal Harassment
Uttering Threats
Other Persons

January‐04‐17
2012

2013

2014

2015

Drug Enforcement ‐ Production

0

0

0

0

0

1

Drug Enforcement ‐ Possession

5

7

2

3

11

10

6

Drug Enforcement ‐ Trafficking

21

7

9

6

13

3

0

Drug Enforcement ‐ Other

0

0

0

0

0

91

132

141

26

14

11

9

24

0

0

0

6

3

5

3

5

4

0

0

0

0

TOTAL FEDERAL

29

19

14

14

28

7

13

11

15

23

Liquor Act

104

136

147

136

198

22

31

25

42

46

Other Provincial Stats

50

57

57

44

71

0

0

0

2

0

154

193

204

180

269

TOTAL PERSONS

134

174

133

205

224

Municipal By‐laws Traffic

0

0

1

0

0

Break & Enter

13

19

21

22

24

Municipal By‐laws

12

8

10

11

8

Theft of Motor Vehicle

2

13

7

13

14

12

8

11

11

8

Theft Over $5,000

2

1

2

2

0

Fatals

0

0

0

0

0

Theft Under $5,000

20

21

34

34

39

Injury MCS

2

5

2

3

7

Possn Stn Goods

12

2

5

7

7

Property Damage MVC (Reportable)

80

51

54

40

58

Fraud

5

6

4

5

9

Property Damage MVC (Non Reportable)

Arson

0

1

0

1

0

Mischief To Property
TOTAL PROPERTY
Offensive Weapons
Public Order

CATEGORY

Total Drugs
Federal ‐ General

Total Provincial Stats

Total Municipal

Trend

2016

10

10

5

6

6

TOTAL MVC

92

66

61

49

71
258

145

211

191

249

155

Provincial Traffic

96

216

156

90

199

274

264

333

248

Other Traffic

2

3

2

2

1

3

11

6

4

6

Criminal Code Traffic

60

52

30

36

34

Common Police Activities

0

0

0

0

0

Disturbing the peace

121

77

43

107

58

False Alarms

54

54

30

48

59

OTHER CRIMINAL CODE

77

70

65

114

179

False/Abandoned 911 Call and 911 Act

77

72

92

40

49

TOTAL OTHER CRIMINAL CODE

201

158

114

225

243

Suspicious Person/Vehicle/Property

1

14

8

8

11

TOTAL CRIMINAL CODE

534

606

511

763

715

Persons Reported Missing

10

9

14

9

17

Spousal Abuse ‐ Survey Code

67

101

53

104

124

High Level Provincial Detachment
5 Year Traffic Summary ‐ Month of October ‐ December (Q4)
October ‐ December (Q4)

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Fatals

Trend

0

0

0

0

0

Injury MVAS

2

5

2

3

7

Property Damage MVAS (Reportable)

80

51

54

40

58

Property Damage MVAS (Non Reportable)

10

10

5

6

6

92

66

61

49

71

Total MVC

October ‐ December (Q4)

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Impaired Operation*

Trend

30

25

11

9

20

Roadside Suspensions ‐ alcohol related ‐ No charge**

2

3

2

2

1

Occupant Restraint/Seatbelt Violations**

1

2

4

2

25

Speeding Violations**

27

109

55

7

67

Intersection Related Violations**

4

8

4

5

5

Driving without Due Care or Attention*

1

2

0

2

2

Other Moving Traffic*

26

20

23

17

41

23

58

55

29

92

0

8

3

5

5

Other Non‐Moving Violation**
Other CC Traffic***
*include "Cleared by Charge" and "Cleared Other"

**"Actual" ***"Reported"

This Report is generated from the PROS database and current scoring of files. All homicide files are not included in this report.
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Council Meeting Presentation/Delegation Request

Completed requests to make a public presentation must be received by 12:00 noon on the Wednesday
immediately prior to the scheduled meeting. Presentations are a maximum of 5 minutes in duration.

Presentation Information
Preferred Date

January 9, 2016

Name of Presenter(s)

Mr. Arthur Erickson, Director

Organization Represented

Voice of Albertans with Disabilities

Topic

Disability Awareness

Specific Points/Concerns

Understanding Disability in Canada. Using appropriate language,
i.e. communicating with persons with disabilities. Becoming aware
and developing an understanding of the main barriers that people
with disabilities face.

Action Requested of Council

That the Town of High Level works towards removing barriers for
persons with disabilities in their community.

Are you providing any supporting documentation?
While we recognize that there will not be sufficient time in the five minutes allotted to this discussion to deliver
our power point presentation, we would appreciate it if Council members and staff who will be in attendance,
have an opportunity to review the material in advance (provided). Mr. Erickson will deliver a verbal
presentation and may refer to specifics as identified in the presentation materials.

Contact Information
Contact Person:

Judy Ferguson, Executive Director or Arthur Erickson, Director

Mailing Address:

106 – 10423 – 178 Street, Edmonton

Daytime Telephone Number:

Administration has contact information

Alternate Telephone Number:
E-mail Address:

execdir@vadsociety.ca

NOTE: All presentations are heard at a public meeting. The personal information on this form is collected under the authority of
Section 33 (c) of the Alberta Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. The personal information will be used to contact
you regarding your request and may be included in the Agenda, as part of your presentation, which is also posted to the Town’s
website. If you have any questions regarding the collection or use of this information contact the Municipal Secretary, 10511-103
Street, High Level, AB T0Z 1H0 - or call (780) 841-4008.
Completed forms should be submitted to the following: Municipal Secretary
Town of High Level
10511-103 Street
High Level, AB T0H 1Z0
Fax: 780-926-2899
E-mail: municlerk@highlevel.ca
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DISABILITY AWARENESS
WORKSHOP

16

Objectives
After attending this workshop you will:
• Know the statistics of disability in Canada
• Know the definitions of disability, impairment,
handicap
• Know the three models of disabilities
• Be able to use appropriate language
• Know the 4 main barriers that people with
disabilities face
17

Who We Are?
18

What Do We Do?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Education and Awareness
Projects and Research
Collaborations and Partnerships
Support and Referral
Bursaries and Awards

19

STATISTICS March 2012

20

CANADIANS WITH DISABILITIES
• 3.8 million individuals aged 15 years or older, reported
difficulty or impairment due to long term condition or health
problem that limited daily activities
• Over 25 percent of employed Canadians with disabilities
reported that their employer was not aware of it
• The self-reported median income of Canadians with
disabilities was just over 20,000. dollars

21

What is a Disability – What’s in a label?

Impairment “any loss or abnormality of psychological,
physiological or anatomical structure or function.”

Handicap is “a
disadvantage that
results when a
disability or
impairment limits or
prevents the
fulfillment of a role”

Disability “any
restriction in ability
to perform a function
that may result from
an impairment.”

22

Example
Impairment: Spinal Cord Injury – “Onset”
Disability: Cannot Walk – “Signs and Symptoms”
Handicap: Stairs – “Series of Consequences”

23

Models of Disability
Personal
Tragedy/
Charity Model

Social Model
of Disability

Medical
Model

24

Personal Tragedy/ Charity Model of Disability
Brave,
courageous,
inspirational

To be
pitied

Person
with a
Disability

Need
help/charity
/sympathy

=
Problem
Need to
be looked
after

Sad and
tragic

25

Medical Model of Disability

26

Social Model of Disability

27

TYPES OF DISABILITIES
Disabilities are often categorized as:
• Sensory(seeing hearing)

• Physical(mobility/speech/restricted movement)
• Cognitive Learning
• Intellectual Functioning
• Psychological

• Environmental; and,
• Chronic Issues

28

IDENTIFYING DISABILITIES

Visible Disabilities
•

Spinal Cord injury

Invisible Disabilities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visual impairment
Chronic Pain
Diabetes
Deaf
Fibromyalgia
Schizophrenia
ADHD
Autism
Traumatic Brain Injury
Hearing Impairment
Depression

29

DISABLING MYTHS
All people with hearing disabilities can read lips
Yes/No
Non-disabled people should “take care of” people with
disabilities
Yes/No
People with mental illness are violent and unpredictable
Yes/No

30

WHAT’S IN THE LANGUAGE?
Instead of

Say

Disabled people/handicapped

People with Disabilities

Blind

Person who is blind or has a
Vision impairment

Cripple

Person with a disability
Person with a mobility
impairment

PUT PEOPLE FIRST
31

Using Appropriate Language

32

Barriers

What barriers do people with disabilities face?
33

Types of Barriers
Attitudinal
Barriers

Transportation
Barriers

Environmental
Barriers

Communication
Barriers

34

Removing Barriers

Attitudinal - Myths, Fears, Misunderstanding
Environmental – Barrier Free, Universal Access
Communication- Influenced by ability to speak, understand,
read or write
Transportation – Constraints that prevent people from
participating in society. Including education, employment,
public service and activities
Services- Lack of interpreter services, lack of access to
information and lack of appropriate support services
35

COMMUNICATING
While mobility impairments are often associated
with the inability to walk without aid, the term
refers to any condition that impairs an
individual’s ability to move any part of his/her
body freely
Others are able to walk unassisted but have
impaired hand or fine motor function, which
makes writing difficult. There is a tremendous
range and variety of mobility impairments

Talk face to face. If an individual uses a
wheelchair, sit down and/or position yourself at
the same eye contact level

36

COMMUNICATING
When you are greeting a person with vision
loss, identify yourself to the person by telling
them your name and what your position is.
Again, speak directly to the person and not
their support person
Directions offered for navigation should be specific
(e.g. turn to your right, take three steps ahead OR this
door pushes open)

Blind doesn’t mean blind - having a vision disability does
not necessarily mean that a person lives in total
darkness

37

COMMUNICATING
Speak slowly, clearly and at a
regular volume
If necessary, ask if another
method of communicating would
be easier
(Using a pen and paper)
Attract the customer’s attention
before speaking.
If telephoning, let the phone ring
longer than usual

Don’t put your hands in front of your face when
speaking
38

COMMUNICATING
If the individual is accompanied by
another individual, do not address
questions, comments, or concerns
to the companion
Don’t try to rush the conversation or
second-guess what a person has to say
It’s okay to say, “I don’t understand”
Do not pretend you understand what is being
said if you do not. Instead, repeat what you have
understood and allow the person to respond

39

COMMUNICATING
Treat the person as you would anyone
else
Giving instructions. People with
developmental disabilities can
understand directions if you take your
time and are patient
Do not “talk down” to a person with
developmental disabilities. Assume
that an adult with developmental
disabilities has had the same
experiences as any other adult
40

COMMUNICATING
Take some time – people with some kind
of learning disabilities may take a little
longer to understand and respond
Try to find ways to provide information in a
way that works best for them. For example,
have a paper and pen handy
Learning disabilities are invisible disabilities.
Be aware when meeting someone that he or
she may have different ways of processing
information

41

COMMUNICATING
Persons with mental health
disabilities are protective
and private due to the stigma
attached to the disorder

Being positive, patient and
non-judgmental provides
valuable results as the
individual will not feel a need
to be defensive about their
confusion or anxiety
42

DIVERSITY
 Age
 Colour
 Disability
 Education
 Ethnicity and national origin
 Family Status
 Gender
 Gender identity
 Generation
 Geographic background
 Language
 Life experiences
 Organization function and level
 Physical characteristics
 Religion, belief and spirituality
43

INCLUSION
Inclusion is about all having the right
to belong
Elements for inclusion:
Flexibility
Common sense
Imagination
Awareness
Innovation
Patience
Communication
44

Questions and Answers

45
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MINUTES

TOWN OF HIGH LEVEL
REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING
Council Chambers at 7:00 p.m.
December 12, 2016
UNAPPROVED MINUTES

IN ATTENDANCE:

STAFF

Adam Clarkson
Rodney Schmidt
Ashleigh Bulmer
Keith Straub
Serena Weipert
Brittany Stahl
Sandra Beaton

Mayor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor

VE
D

Crystal McAteer
Ellis Forest
Mike Morgan
Jacy Rapke
Scott Chandler

CAO
Director of Protective Services
Director of Development and IT Services
Director of Operations
Director of Community Services
Director of Finance
Municipal Clerk/Recording Secretary

PR

O

COUNCIL

GUESTS
REGRETS

Echo Pioneer Press

Chris MacLeod

Deputy Mayor

N
AP

1. CALL TO ORDER

Matt Marcone

Mayor McAteer called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.

U

2. ADOPTION OF AGENDA

Resolution# 514-16
Moved by Councillor Rapke
THAT Council adopt the December 12, 2016 Regular Council Meeting
Agenda with the following additions:
 Presentation - Service Award for Mr. Ronan MacDonald; and
 Item 18.3 - Beehive Burner, Deputy Minister of Environment
CARRIED

3. PUBLIC HEARING
None.
4. PRESENTATIONS
Alberta Emergency Service
12-year Award - Mr. Ronan MacDonald
(Assistant Chief HL Fire Department)

To acknowledge and thank Ronan MacDonald for his 12 years of
service and contributions.
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5. DELEGATIONS
5.1 S/Sgt Brad Giles, RCMP High Level
Detachment

December 12, 2016

 Nov 2016 HL RCMP Policing Highlights;
 Town of HL - High Level Detachment, Crime
Data – Nov 2016
 HL Provincial Detachment Stat Comparison January to Nov: 2012-2016; & Nov: 2012-2016
High Level Library Budget Presentation

5.3 Mr. Bruce Underhay
Manager, Mackenzie Regional Waste

Mackenzie Regional Waste, White Goods presentation.

6. ADOPTIONS OF THE MINUTES
6.1 Regular Council Meeting minutes
of November 28, 2016.

VE
D

5.2 Ms. Beth Gillis, High Level Library
Board - Budget Presentation

Resolution# 515-16
Moved by Councillor Forest
THAT Council adopt the minutes of the Regular Council Meeting
of November 28, 2016 as presented.

O

CARRIED

Resolution# 516-16
Moved by Councillor Rapke
THAT Council adopt the Capital Budget Meeting minutes of
November 24, 2016 as presented.

PR

6.2 Draft Capital Budget Meeting
minutes of November 24, 2016

CARRIED

Resolution# 517-16
Moved by Councillor Morgan
THAT Council adopt the Capital Budget Meeting minutes of
November 29, 2016 as amended.

N
AP

6.3 Draft Capital Budget Meeting
minutes of November 29, 2016

CARRIED

U

6.4 Special Meeting minutes of
December 5, 2016

7. DELEGATION BUSINESS
7.1 RCMP High Level Detachment
 Nov 2016 HL RCMP Policing
Highlights;
 Town of HL - High Level Detachment,
Crime Data – Nov 2016
 HL Provincial Detachment Stat
Comparison - January to Nov: 20122016; & Nov: 2012-2016

Resolution# 518-16
Moved by Councillor Forest
THAT Council adopt the Special Meeting minutes of
December 5, 2016
CARRIED

Resolution# 519-16
Moved by Councillor Chandler
THAT Council accept the RCMP High Level Detachment reports as
presented.

Page 2
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7.2 High Level Library Board - Budget
Presentation

December 12, 2016

Resolution# 520-16
Moved by Councillor Rapke
THAT Council accept the High Level Library Board Budget
Presentation as presented.
CARRIED
Resolution# 521-16
Moved by Councillor Forest
THAT Council accept the report from the Mackenzie Regional Landfill
as presented.
CARRIED

8. MAYOR’S REPORT

VE
D

7.3 Mr. Bruce Underhay
Manager, Mackenzie Regional Landfill

November 29 - December 12, 2016

PR

O

Nov 29 - Meeting with Minister Sigurdson, Minister of Housing
Nov 29 - Budget Meeting
Nov 30 - Species at Risk
Dec 05 - Boreal Housing Foundation, strategic planning session
Dec 07 - Golden Range Society
Dec 08 - Dene Tha’ Fire Services Agreement
Dec 09 - Beehive Burner discussion, Deputy Minister of Environment
Dec 10 - Christmas Party
Dec 12 - Meeting with S/Sgt Giles re policing issues.
Resolution# 522-16
Moved by Councillor Morgan
THAT Council accepts the Mayors Report for information.

N
AP

CARRIED

9.1 Committee reports on which
Councillors are appointed:
Councillor Forest
Councillor Chandler
Councillor Rapke
Councillor Morgan

U






Councillor Forest:
Nov 29 – Budget
Dec 05 – Special Council Meeting
Dec 10 – Christmas Party
Dec 10 – Mackenzie Regional Waste Management
Dec 12 - Lodge
Councillor Chandler:
Dec 05 – Special Council Meeting
Dec 10 – Mackenzie Regional Waste Management
Councillor Rapke:
Nov 29 – Budget Meeting
Dec 05 – Special Council Meeting
Dec 07 – Mackenzie Frontier Tourist Association
Dec 10 – Christmas Party
Dec 08 – Library Board meeting

Page 3
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December 12, 2016

Councillor Morgan:
Nov 29 – Budget Meeting
Nov 30 – Species at Risk Act
Dec 05 – Special Council Meeting
Dec 07 – Mackenzie Frontier Tourist Association
Dec 08 – Library Board meeting

CARRIED
10. ADMINISTRATION REPORTS

VE
D

Resolution# 523-16
Moved by Councillor Chandler
THAT Council accepts the Councillor Committee reports as presented.

Resolution# 524-16
Moved by Councillor Forest
THAT Council accept the Council Meeting Action List as circulated.

10.1 Council Meeting Action List

CARRIED

O

Resolution# 525-16
Moved by Councillor Morgan
THAT Council accept the 2015/2016 Council Donation List as
circulated.

PR

10.2 2015/2016 Council Donation List

CARRIED

Resolution# 526 -16
Moved by Councillor Chandler
THAT Council accept 2015/2016 Capital Project Status Report as
circulated.

N
AP

10.3 2015/2016 Capital Project Status
Report

CARRIED

U

10.4 Department Reports
 CAO Report
 Community Services
 Corporate Services
 Development & IT Services
 Operations
 Protective Services

Resolution# 527-16
Moved by Councillor Morgan
THAT Council accept the November Department Reports as
presented.
CARRIED

11. ADMINISTRATIVE INQUIRIES
None.
12. OLD BUSINESS
Town of High Level
2017 Draft Operating & Capital Budget
Presentation

Resolution# 528-16
Moved by Councillor Forest
THAT Council accept the 2017 Draft Operating & Capital Budget
presentation.
CARRIED

Page 4
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December 12, 2016

13. NEW BUSINESS
13.1 RFD: Airports Capital Assistance
Program (ACAP) Funding

Resolution# 529-16
Moved by Councillor Rapke
THAT Council move the RFD: Airports Capital Assistance Program
Funding to the January 2017 Committee of the Whole.
CARRIED

CARRIED
13.3 RFD: 2017 Operating and Capital
Budget

VE
D

Resolution# 530-16
Moved by Councillor Chandler
THAT Council sends a letter to the RCMP K Division regarding the
allocation of RCMP resources to our Detachment.

13.2 Briefing Note: Alberta Urban
Municipalities Association meeting
with RCMP K-Division

Resolution# 531-16
Moved by Councillor Morgan
THAT Council adopts the 2017 Operating and Capital Budget as
presented.

O

CARRIED

PR

Meeting recessed at 8:27 p.m.
Meeting resumed at 8:32 p.m.

14. CORRESPONDENCE FOR ACTION

Resolution# 532-16
Moved by Councillor Morgan
THAT Council donate $300 to the Northern Lakes College Student
Union.

N
AP

14.1 Donation Request: Northern Lakes
College Student Union

DEFEATED

14.2 Mr. Clark McAskile - Fort Vermilion
School Division Board Chair, Nov
24/2016

Resolution# 533-16
Moved by Councillor Chandler
THAT Mayor McAteer attends the Fort Vermilion School Division Board
of Trustees meeting in Edmonton on Feb 15, 2017.

U

CARRIED

14.3 S/Sgt Brad Giles - RCMP High Level
Detachment, Dec 5/2016

Resolution# 534-16
Moved by Councillor Rapke
THAT Council instruct Administration to send letters of support regarding
the Dene Tha’ Community Tripartite Agreement 2018 positions to Mr.
Ron Hepperle, Manager First Nations Policing Services and Ms.
Uhlmberg, Senior Program Officer.
CARRIED

14.4 C/Supt. John Ferguson - OIC
Western Alberta District, Dec 7/2016

Resolution# 535-16
Moved by Councillor Morgan
THAT Council instruct Administration to send a letter of to C/Supt. John
Ferguson - OIC Western Alberta District to thank the department for their

Page 5
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December 12, 2016

support to retain the dog services in the region.
CARRIED
14.5 Ms. Jenna Dechant - Spirit of the
North School Council President, Nov
29/2016
- Lack of Lighting on 102 Street

Resolution# 536-16
Moved by Councillor Forest
THAT Council instruct Administration to research the lighting challenges
on 102 Street and bring back information to Council in March 2017.
CARRIED
Resolution# 537-16
Moved by Councillor Morgan
THAT accept the email from the Northern Alberta Development Council
regarding the Water North Coalition for information
CARRIED

VE
D

14.6 Ms. Anne Okaley,
Northern Alberta Development Council
Water North Coalition meeting on Jan 19,
2017 in Valleyview, AB

O

15. CORRESPONDENCE FOR INFORMATION
15.1 Association of Alberta Municipal Districts and Counties - Contact Newsletter, Nov 23/2016 l Volume 2016
Issue 44.

PR

15.2 Association of Alberta Municipal Districts and Counties - Contact Newsletter, Dec 7/2016 l Volume 2016
Issue 46.
15.3 Ms. Barb Adekat, Alberta Rural Development Network Homelessness Strategy Project 2016-18, Dec 5/2016.
15.4 Mackenzie Frontier Tourist Association Meeting Minutes, Oct 29/2016.
15.5 Peace Library System, Board Meeting Highlights, Nov 26/2016.

N
AP

15.6 Alberta Rural Physician Action Plan, 2015-16 Provincial Impact Report.
Resolution# 538-16
Moved by Councillor Forest
THAT Administration sends to Miss Taylor Nelson a congratulatory
letter for receiving the Hnatuik Bursary.

U

CARRIED
Resolution# 539-16
Moved by Councillor Rapke
THAT Council accepts items 15.1 to 15.5 for information.
CARRIED

16. NOTICE OF MOTIONS
None.
17. QUESTION PERIOD
PRESS
- Species at Risk Act group
- Seniors Centre

Page 6
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December 12, 2016

18. IN CAMERA
Resolution# 540-16
Moved by Councillor Forest
THAT Council move In-Camera at 8:58 p.m.
CARRIED

CARRIED
18.1 Intergovernmental Negotiations,
Dene Tha’ Fire Services
Pursuant to FOIP, Part 1, Div 2,
s.21(a)(iii)

Resolution# 542-16
Moved by Councillor Chandler
THAT Council extend the Dene Tha’ Fires Services Agreement to
January 31, 2017.
CARRIED

O

Resolution# 543-16
Moved by Councillor Rapke
THAT Council thank CAO Clarkson for his dedication and outstanding
performance on his annual review.

PR

18.2 CAO Evaluation
Pursuant to FOIP, Part 1, Div 2, s.17(4)(f)

VE
D

Resolution# 541-16
Moved by Councillor Morgan
THAT Council move out of In-Camera at 9:14 p.m.

CARRIED

N
AP

18.3 Tolko Beehive Burner, Deputy
Minister of Environment
Pursuant to FOIP, Part 1, Div 1,
s. 21(1)(a)
Disclosure harmful to intergovernmental
relations
19. ADJOURNMENT

U

Resolution# 544-16
Moved by Councillor Morgan
THAT Council adjourns the December 12, 2016 meeting at 9:15p.m.
CARRIED

Mayor

Page 7
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MINUTES
SPECIAL MEETING OF COUNCIL
MUNICIPALITY OF HIGH LEVEL
JANUARY 4, 2017 AT 7:00 P.M.
ROOM 150 OF THE MUNICIPAL BUILDING

Staff

Crystal McAteer
Chris MacLeod
Scott Chandler
Ellis Forest
Michael Morgan
Jacy Rapke
Boyd Langford
Adam Clarkson

1. CALL TO ORDER

Mayor
Deputy Mayor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor

VE
D

IN ATTENDANCE
Council

Chief Administrative Office

Resolution# 001-17
Moved by Councillor Forest
THAT the agenda for this January 4, 2017 Special Meeting be
adopted as circulated.

PR

2. ADOPTION OF AGENDA
Adoption of the January 4, 2017
Special Meeting Agenda

O

Mayor McAteer called the meeting to order at 7:02 p.m.

N
AP

CARRIED

3. OLD BUSINESS

None.

4. NEW BUSINESS

None

U

5. QUESTION PERIOD

None.

6. IN CAMERA

Resolution# 002-17
Moved by Councillor Rapke
THAT Council move In Camera at 7:03 pm.
CARRIED
Resolution# 003-17
Moved by Councillor Rapke
THAT Council move out of Camera at 8:37 pm.
CARRIED

54

Town of High Level
Special Meeting
January 4, 2017

Chief Administrative Officer search
Disclosure harmful to personal
privacy,
Pursuant to FOIP Part 1, Div. 2,
s17(4)(d)

Resolution# 004-17
Moved by Councillor Chandler
THAT Council appoint Mr. Rodney Schmidt as Acting Chief
Administrative Officer, effective January 13, 2017 for a period of up to
90 days or until such time that Council appoints a Chief
Administrative Officer; AND
THAT Mr. Schmidt be compensated with an Acting Incumbency Pay
of $1500 per month.

7. ADJOURNMENT

VE
D

CARRIED

Resolution# 005-17
Moved by Councillor Morgan
THAT this Special Meeting be adjourned at 8:39 p.m.

Mayor

U

N
AP

PR

O

CARRIED

2
THIS SPECIAL MEETING WAS CALLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF
SECTION 194 OF THE MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT ACT, RSA 2000, c M-26
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DELEGATION BUSINESS

57

MAYOR’S REPORT
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COUNCIL COMMITTEE
REPORTS

COMMITTEES ON WHICH COUNCILLORS ARE APPOINTED
NOV 2016 - OCT 2017
COMMITTEE
Ad Hoc Land Use Framework

Assessment Review Board
(Councillor Rapke has ARB Training,
expires - May 2019)

COUNCIL MEMBERS

MEETINGS

OWNER

Deputy Mayor MacLeod
Councillor Morgan

As Needed

COUNTY

Mayor McAteer (cert. expires May 2019)
Councillor Rapke (cert. expires May 2019)
Alternate: Any Qualified Council Member
Public Member: Jerry Chomiak (added Nov/15)

As Needed

TOHL

2nd Tuesday
q/month

OTHER

TBD

Northern
Lakes
College

Monthly

OTHER

As Called

OTHER

Annual

TOHL

As Needed

TOHL

Boreal Housing Foundation

Mayor McAteer
Public Member: Clark McAskile

Chamber of Commerce

Councillor Rapke
Alternate: Councillor Morgan

Community Education Committee
- High Level Campus

Deputy Mayor MacLeod
Alternate: Jacy Rapke

Community Futures of
Northwestern Alberta

Councillor Forest
Alternate: Mayor McAteer

Deh Cho Travel Connection

Councillor Forest

Disaster Services

Deputy Mayor MacLeod
Mayor McAteer
Councillor Morgan

Downtown Vitalization Committee

Mayor McAteer
Councillor Rapke
Councillor Morgan

Golden Range Society

Mayor McAteer
Alternate: Councillor Rapke

1st Wed.
q/month

OTHER

High Level Public Forest Advisory
Group

Councillor Morgan
Alternate: Councillor Forest

As Called

OTHER

High Level Community
Transportation Society

Councillor Chandler
Councillor Forest

3rd Tuesday
q/month

OTHER

High Level Housing Authority

Mayor McAteer
Councillor Forest

3 Thursday
q/month

OTHER

High Level Municipal
Library Board

Councillor Rapke, Councillor Morgan
Public Members:
Beth Gillis (expire Dec 2017)
Andrea Little (expire Dec 2017)
Karen Holditch (expire July 2019)

Last
Wednesday
q/month

OTHER

High Level Policing Society

Councillor Chandler

Monthly

OTHER

High School Bursary Committee

Mayor McAteer
Councillor Morgan
Councillor Forest

Annually

TOHL

Inter-Municipal Planning
Commission (IMPC)

Councillor Chandler
Councillor Rapke
Public Member: Melody Wolansky (added Sep/16)

Monthly

JOINT
TOHL &
COUNTY

rd
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Inter-Municipal Subdivision and
Development Appeal Board

Councillor Forest
Public Member: Jerry Chomiak (added Nov/15)
Public Member:

As Needed

JOINT
TOHL &
COUNTY

Inter-Governmental Negotiation
Committee & Regional
Sustainability Working Committee

Mayor McAteer
Deputy Mayor MacLeod
Councillor Morgan
Alternate: Councillor Rapke (added Mar/16)

As Needed

TOHL

Land Stewardship Committee

Public Member: Melody Wolansky (added Sep/16)
Public Member:

Lower Peace Regional
Stewardship Committee

Mayor McAteer
Councillor Morgan

As needed

Mackenzie Frontier Tourism
Association (MFTA)

Councillor Rapke
Councillor Morgan

3rd Wed.
q/month

OTHER

Mackenzie Housing Management
Board (MHMB)

Councillor Forest
Alternate: Mayor McAteer
Public Member: Shirley Rechlo (added Nov/15)

Monthly

OTHER

Mackenzie Regional Waste
Management Commission

Councillor Forest
Councillor Chandler

3rd Saturday
q/month

OTHER

Northwest Regional Fetal Alcohol
Spectrum Disorder Society

Mayor McAteer
Alternate: Councillor Forest

Monthly

OTHER

Northern Transportation Advocacy
Bureau (NTAB)

Mayor McAteer
Alternate: Deputy Mayor MacLeod

Monthly

OTHER

Northern Alberta Elected Leaders
(NAEL)

Mayor McAteer
Deputy Mayor MacLeod

As Called

OTHER

Peace Library System (PLS)

Councillor Rapke
Alternate: Councillor Morgan

Quarterly

OTHER

Regional Economic Development
Initiative (REDI)

Mayor McAteer
Deputy Mayor MacLeod
Alternate: Councillor Forest

2 Wed.
q/month

OTHER

Sports Complex Expansion Design
Task Force

Deputy Mayor MacLeod
Councillor Morgan
Public Members: Tom Gramson (added Jul/16)
Kara Stoyanowski (added Aug/16)
Marc Beland (added Sep/16)

As Needed

TOHL

Subdivision & Development
Appeal Board (SDAB)

Deputy Mayor MacLeod
Councillor Forest
Public Members:
Jerry Chomiak (added Nov/15)
Karen Holditch (added Jan/16)
Carrie Demkiw (added Mar/16)

As Needed

TOHL

Tourism Enhancement Grant
Committee

All of Council

As Needed

TOHL

Water North Coalition (WNC)

Mayor McAteer
Alternate: Deputy Mayor MacLeod

As Required

OTHER

COUNTY

nd

Mayor is an Ex-Officio Member on all Boards and Committees
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ADMINISTRATION
REPORTS

2017 Council Donations
Date

Res #

Organization

1-Jan-17
1-Jan-17
1-Jan-17
1-Jan-17

Budget
Policy
Policy
Budget

Chamber of Commerce, Spring Clean Up
School Bursaries
Citizen of the Year
HL Community Transportation Program

Donation Type
Cash or Other
(i.e. pool pass)
Cash Donation
Cash Donation
Cash Donation
Cash Donation

-

In-Kind
Value

CASH Value

$
$
$
$

3,500.00
2,000.00
1,000.00
5,400.00

CASH Value
Running Total
$
$
$
$

3,500.00
2,000.00
3,000.00
8,400.00

CASH
Account
Balance
14,900.00
$ 11,400.00
$ 9,400.00
$ 8,400.00
$ 3,000.00
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2016 Council Donations
Date

Res #

1-Jan-16
1-Jan-16
1-Jan-16

Budget
Policy
Policy

1-Jan-16

Budget

22-Feb-16

071-16

11-Apr-16
11-Apr-16
11-Apr-16
25-Apr-16
9-May-16
24-May-16
25-May-16
13-Jun-16
13-Jun-16
11-Oct-16
11-Oct-16

146-16
147-16
148-16
178-16
204-16
227-16
228-16
256-16
257-16
427-16
428-16

Donation Type
Cash or Other
(i.e. pool pass)

Organization

Chamber of Commerce, Spring Clean Up
School Bursary
Citizen of the Year
HL Community Transportation Program
(Agreement expires Dec 31, 2016)
HL Minor Hockey - Pond Hockey
Jamboree, Mar 5/2016
North Peace Predators Volleyball,
Provincials in Calgary
HL Ag Society, Annual Rodeo June 2016
HL Community Policing Soc, RCMP Ball
HL Running Club, Spring Sprint
Aurora-Con/Bear Necc./HL Public School
North of 50 Slow Pitch CANCELLED
Northern Sprites Junior Roller Derby
HL Native Friendship Centre
HL Little League - Yr end Tournament
HL Play Association
Fox Haven Golf and Country Club

-

In-Kind
Value

CASH Value
CASH Value
Running Total

CASH
Account
Balance
14,900.00
$ 11,400.00
$ 9,400.00
$ 8,400.00

Cash Donation
Cash Donation
Cash Donation

$ 3,500.00
$ 2,000.00
$ 1,000.00

$
$
$

3,500.00
5,500.00
6,500.00

Cash Donation
In-kind (pool & skate
passes per child)

$ 5,400.00

$

11,900.00

$

3,000.00

$

-

$

11,900.00

$

3,000.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

300.00
300.00
300.00
200.00
300.00
300.00
-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

12,200.00
12,500.00
12,800.00
12,800.00
13,000.00
13,000.00
13,000.00
13,300.00
13,300.00
13,600.00
13,600.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,700.00
2,400.00
2,100.00
2,100.00
1,900.00
1,900.00
1,900.00
1,600.00
1,600.00
1,300.00
1,300.00

Cash Donation
Cash Donation
Cash Donation
In-kind (pool passes)
Cash Donation
In-kind (ball diamond)
In-kind (1 hr arena)
Cash Donation
In-kind (ball diamond)
Cash Donation
In-kind (pool pass)

$

210.00

$

247.50

$
$

300.00
66.00

$
$
$

270.00
300.00
550.00

2015 Council Donations
1-Jan-15
13-Oct-15
1-Jan-15
1-Jan-15
1-Jan-15
23-Mar-15
11-May-15
11-May-15
8-Jun-15
28-Sep-15
9-Nov-15

Budget
378-15
Policy
Policy
Budget
113-15
209-15
210-15

Chamber of Commerce, Spring Clean Up
Chamber of Commerce, Spring Clean Up
School Bursaries
Citizen of the Year
HL Community Transportation Program
HL Oilmen's Association
Aurora BoriEllas Roller Derby
RCMP/HL Community Policing Society
HL Farmer's Market
249-50 (July 3-Sep 25/2015 and 2016 season)
359-15 Action North Recovery Centre
430-15 High Level Running Club

Cash Donation
Cash Donation
Cash Donation
Cash Donation
Cash Donation
In-kind (Arena Rental)
Cash Donation
Cash Donation
In-Kind
(Curling Rink Space)
In-kind (Pool Passes)
Cash Donation

$

300.00

$ 1,650.00
$ 300.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,500.00
1,000.00
2,000.00
500.00
5,400.00
300.00
300.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,500.00
1,000.00
4,500.00
5,000.00
10,400.00
10,400.00
10,700.00
11,000.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

13,400.00
10,900.00
9,900.00
7,900.00
7,400.00
2,000.00
2,000.00
1,700.00
1,400.00

$
$
$

300.00

$
$
$

11,000.00
11,000.00
11,300.00

$
$
$

1,400.00
1,400.00
1,100.00
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NEW BUSINESS

From: Adam Clarkson
Sent: January-05-17 3:08 PM
To: Sandra Beaton
Subject: Tri-Council

Sandra – Jan 9 - New Business.
Feb 1 - Tri-Council Agenda
Council to discuss agenda items for the February 1 Tri-Council agenda.
Note: I spoke with Len today and suggested that a Species At Risk update along with details of the
regional collaboration grant (County submitted) be added to the agenda.
Thanks,
Adam Clarkson, CLGM
CAO, Town of High Level
780-821-4001
www.highlevel.ca
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TOWN OF HIGH LEVEL
Request for Decision

Issue: Prevention and Resolution of Harassment in the Workplace
Policy #185-01

Recommendation:
THAT Council rescinds Policy 185-01 with Policy 250-17.

CAO Comments:
Support Recommendation

Target Decision Date: January 9th, 2017
Submitted By: Brittany Stahl, Director of Finance
Reviewed By: Adam Clarkson, CAO
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BACKGROUND
Overview:
The purpose of replacing Policy 185-01 with Policy 250-17 is to have more adequate guidance for
the employees of the Town when dealing with harassment in the workplace.

Legislation and Policy:
Alberta Human Rights Act
Criminal Code
Human Resource Policy 165-97

Financial:
There are no direct financial impacts.

Organizational:
Upon review of the policy, Administration observed that the policy had inadequate guidance and
legislative references on the process of dealing with and preventing harassment in the workplace.
The draft policy 250-17 represents the proper legislative references as well as updates that are
relevant to the processes that Town management, Council, and employees should follow when
dealing with Harassment issues in the workplace.

Comments:
The current Policy has not been reviewed since 2001. The Act that this policy refers to is the
Canadian Human Rights Act. In 2000 the Alberta Human Rights Act was brought forth, the Policy
should be reflective of the Provincial Act, as any Human Rights issues are brought to the Alberta
Human Rights Commission.
The draft policy statement on page one (1) states that:
“Any act of violence/harassment/abuse/sexual harassment committed by or against any
Councilor, employee, or member of the public is unacceptable and such conduct will not be
tolerated.”
This statement references “Council” and “members of the public”, the current policy statement
has no reference to Council or the Public members. Under Application on page two(2) of the
current policy it states that the policy does not apply to complaints from the public; however
in current operations, if Administration receives complaints from the Public in regards to
Harassment etc, it should be dealt with in the same manner.
The draft policy defines a clearer vision of the different aspects of Harassment, which makes it
easier to educate our employees in the recognition and identification of Harassment in the
workplace.
The draft policy also sets out a more thorough reporting and investigation process, including a
statement about confidentiality (page 7) and the O H & S Code (Occupational Health & Safety
Code; page 7); in which the current policy does not make any citations in regards to
confidentiality; nor does it associate when the O H & S Code come into practice.
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Included in the draft policy is Victim support information (page 8), which lists support channels
that an employee who has been victimized may go through, as well as the Town’s EAP
(Employee Assistance Program) that all full time employees are eligible for.
Lastly the draft policy sets out Schedules A- E, which are forms that employees will use when
going through all the necessary steps in regards to a Harassment issue. These forms will benefit
the Town greatly, as there will be little to no room for error when reporting a formal complaint and
it mitigates the liability/risks on the Town. Currently the Town does not have any formal reporting
forms; the schedules will help guide an investigator, victim and the accused when going through
the formal complaint process.

Alternatives:
1. THAT Council rescinds Policy 185-01 with Policy 250-17.
2. THAT Council discusses changes to the policy and request administration to bring back
the amended policy a Committee of the Whole.
3. THAT Council accept for information.

Recommended Alternative:
1. THAT Council rescinds Policy 185-01 with Policy 250-17.

Reports/Documents:
1. Policy 185-01
2. Draft Policy 250-17
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Town of High Level
Policy 185-01
Title:

PREVENTION AND RESOLUTION OF HARASSMENT IN THE
WORKPLACE

Authority:
Council
Resolution:
400-01
Date Adopted:
August 20, 2001
Old Policy No.:
HR-03-01
Rescinds:
Not applicable
____________________________________________________________________________
Policy:
The purpose of this policy is to foster a respectful workplace through the prevention and
prompt resolution of harassment.

Policy Statement:
Harassment in the workplace is unacceptable and will not be tolerated. All persons
working for the Town Of High Level should enjoy a harassment-free workplace.

Preamble:
The employer is committed to providing a work environment where all persons working
for the Town are treated with respect and dignity.
This policy aims to prevent harassment by promoting increased awareness, early problem
resolution and the use of mediation. The application of this policy will help create a work
environment where all are treated with respect and dignity and will reinforce the values
of integrity and trust that are the foundation of a sound organization.
Dealing with harassment can be a complex matter. What one person may consider to be
proper behaviour, another may believe to be harassment. The proper exercise of one’s
authority or responsibility does not constitute harassment. The Appendix provides some
examples for better understanding.
The Canadian Human Rights Act provides every person in the workplace the right to
freedom from harassment based on race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, age,
sex, sexual orientation, marital status, family status, disability and pardoned conviction.
These are referred to as prohibited grounds.
This policy goes beyond these requirements by addressing other types of workplace
harassment such as harassment of a general nature not related to the grounds prohibited
under the Canadian Human Rights Act, including rude, degrading or offensive remarks or
e-mails, threats or intimidation.
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Prevention and Resolution of Harassment in the Workplace
_________________________________________________________________________________________

The policy promotes the prevention of harassment and focuses on the prompt resolution
of harassment. Any allegation of harassment is serious and should be taken seriously.
Harassment needs to be addressed with sensitivity, promptness and discretion. Open
communication and early intervention are essential in preventing and resolving
harassment.
Application:
This policy applies to individual Council members and employees of the Town Of High
Level. The policy does not apply to complaints from the public. The responsibility for
implementing this policy lies with each Department Head and, in a case involving a
Council member, with Council whose representative shall be the Mayor or his designate.
Definitions:
Harassment  is any improper conduct by an individual, that is directed at and
offensive to another person or persons in the workplace, and that the individual
knew or ought reasonably to have known might cause offence or harm. It
comprises any objectionable act, comment or display that demeans, belittles, or
causes personal humiliation or embarrassment, and any act of intimidation or
threat. It includes harassment within the meaning of the Canadian Human Rights
Act.
Complaint  is a formal allegation of harassment submitted in writing to the
Department Head or Director of Human Resources, and which is based on
actions defined as harassment.
Department Head  is an employee designated as a Director and includes the Chief
Administrative Officer. In a case involving a Council member, the Department
Head is deemed to be Council as represented by the Mayor or his designate.
Mediation  is a voluntary process used to resolve conflict by having a neutral person
help the disputing parties arrive at a mutually acceptable solution.
Responsibility and Authority:
The ultimate responsibility and authority for applying this policy rests with the Council
and the Chief Administrative Officer.
Consequences:
Harassment resulting from a Town employee’s action may result in corrective or
disciplinary measures being taken, up to and including termination of employment.
Disciplinary or corrective measures may also be taken against the following: any
manager who is aware of a harassment situation and who fails to take corrective action;
anyone who interferes with the resolution of a complaint by threats, intimidation or
retaliation; or anyone who files a complaint that is frivolous or in bad faith.
Harassment resulting from a Council member’s action will be referred to Council for
appropriate action.
Expectations:
1. Council members and Employees
(a) Council members and employees are expected to act towards other
individuals professionally and respectfully.
(b) Employees who believe they have been treated in an improper and offensive
manner are expected to communicate to the offending party, as soon as
Page 2 of 6
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possible, directly or through a supervisor/manager, their disapproval or
unease. They can get help or guidance from their supervisor or Director of
Human Resources.
(c) Employees can expect prompt action if they report an incident of harassment
to their supervisor/ Department Head or if necessary, to another appropriate
Department Head.
(e) Employees can expect to be treated without fear of embarrassment or reprisal
when dealing with a harassment situation or involved in the resolution of a
complaint.
(f) They will be encouraged to participate in a problem resolution process before
proceeding with the complaint process.
2. Complainants, respondents and witnesses
(a) Complainants, respondents and witnesses are expected to provide information
as required in the steps noted below under "Complaint process".
(b) They are expected to co-operate in the complaint process if and when called
upon to do so.
(c) They are expected to limit the discussion of the complaint to those who need
to know.
(d) They can expect to have their statements reviewed to confirm accuracy.
(e) Complainants and respondents will receive information related to the
complaint in writing, including allegations, as noted in the steps below, under
"Complaint process", and in accordance with the principles of procedural
fairness.
(f) Complainants and respondents may have with them, during meetings and
interviews related to the resolution of the complaint, a person of their choice
who has agreed to accompany them and who is not a party to the process.
(g) Complainants and respondents can expect to review a copy of the draft report.
They will be informed in writing of the outcome of the investigation and will
receive a copy of the final report.
(h) If the complaint is founded, complainants will be informed verbally whether
corrective or disciplinary measures will be taken as a result of their complaint.
(i) If the complaint is frivolous or in bad faith, respondents will be informed
verbally whether corrective or disciplinary measures will be taken.
3.Department Heads
(a) Department Heads are expected to lead by example and to act respectfully in
dealings with Council members and employees working for the Town Of
High Level.
(b) They are expected to ensure that employees are aware of the policy and to
remind them of its contents as deemed necessary.
(c) They are expected to intervene promptly when they become aware of
improper or offensive conduct and to involve the parties in resolving the
problem.
(d) They are expected to address any alleged harassment of which they are aware,
whether or not a complaint has been made.
(e) They are expected to handle all harassment situations confidentially and to
ensure that others act accordingly.
(f) They are expected to address the needs of the parties concerned and to
Page 3 of 6
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establish or re-establish harmonious working relationships.
(g) Department Heads are expected to be impartial in any complaint process in
which they are involved.
(h) They are expected to apply the principles of procedural fairness and to follow
the established steps in the complaint process.
(i) They are expected to take the necessary action to ensure the confidentiality of
complaints.
(j) They are expected to offer mediation.
(k) They are expected to separate the complainant and respondent, hierarchically,
physically, or both, for the duration of the complaint process, if they deem it
necessary;
(l) They are expected to ensure that corrective and/or disciplinary measures are
taken, where warranted.
(m) They are expected to ensure that no documents relating to the harassment
complaint are placed in the personnel file of either party, other than a
disciplinary letter in the file of the employee who is subject to a disciplinary
measure.
(n) They are expected to ensure that parties are provided with the information to
which they are entitled.
Early Problem Resolution:
The objective of early resolution is to resolve any situation or conflict as soon as possible,
in a fair and respectful manner without having to resort to the complaint process. Every
effort should be made to resolve the problem early with open communication and in a cooperative manner. The use of problem resolution mechanisms such as coaching,
counselling and facilitation can in many instances resolve the issue and prevent the
situation from escalating to the point where filing a complaint is necessary.
If a person believes that he or she has been harassed, the following actions should be
taken.
1 The person who feels offended by the actions of another person working for the Town
is encouraged to make it known to that person as soon as possible in an attempt to
resolve the problem.
2. If the problem is not resolved or if the offended person does not want to speak directly
with the other, the offended person should meet with his or her supervisor, or with the
Director of Human Resources in an attempt to find a solution and resolve the problem.
3. Department Heads must make every effort to resolve the issue between the parties as
quickly as possible, if necessary with the assistance of the Director of Human
Resources.
Complaint Process:
If early resolution is not successful or is not deemed appropriate, an employee may file a
complaint with the Department Head. All steps should be completed without undue delay
and appropriate time frames must be established.
Page 4 of 6
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The sharing of information related to the harassment complaint with the parties must
comply with the principles of privacy and access to information legislation.
Step 1 – Filing a complaint:
The complainant submits a complaint in writing to the Department Head with a copy to
the Director of Human Resources. The complaint must include the nature of the
allegations; the name of the respondent; the relationship of the respondent to the
complainant (e.g., supervisor, colleague); the date and a description of the incident(s);
and, if applicable, the names of witnesses. The information provided should be as precise
and concise as possible.
Step 2 – Reviewing and acknowledgement of complaint
Upon receipt of the complaint, the Department Head reviews and acknowledges receipt
of the complaint. The written complaint must include the information noted in Step 1.
The Department Heads must inform the respondent that a complaint has been received
and provides him/her with the particulars of the complaint in writing, including the
allegations.
Step 3 – Investigation of the complaint
Once the complaint has been acknowledged, the Department Head investigates the
complaint and if necessary, seeks additional information to determine if the allegations
are related to harassment.
If the Department Head concludes that the complaint is not related to harassment, he or
she informs the complainant and the respondent in writing. The Department Head redirects the complainant to the appropriate avenue of recourse or suggests other means of
resolving the issue.
If the allegations are related to harassment, the Department Head determines what efforts
have been made to resolve the problem, identifies immediate avenues of resolution if any,
and takes appropriate action.
Step 4 – Mediation
If the harassment complaint remains unresolved, the Department Head shall offer
mediation. If the parties agree to mediation, the Department Head obtains mediation
services.
Step 5 – Decision
The Department Head shall review all the relevant information and make a decision on
what action to take. He or she then informs the parties in writing of the outcome of the
investigation and ensures that corrective and/or disciplinary measures are taken, if
warranted.
Other recourse
If harassment is based on one of the grounds of discrimination prohibited under the
Canadian Human Rights Act, employees have the right to file a complaint with the
Canadian Human Rights Commission.

Page 5 of 6
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Prevention and Resolution of Harassment in the Workplace
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Assaults including sexual assault are covered by the Criminal Code and in such cases the
police should be contacted.
If a complaint on the same issue is or has been dealt with through another avenue of
recourse, the complaint process under this policy will not proceed further and the file will
be closed.

RESOLUTION

DATE

Amended
Amended

Page 6 of 6
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Town of High Level
Policy 250-17
Title:

WORKPLACE VIOLENCE/HARASSMENT/ABUSE/SEXUAL
ABUSE HARASSMENT POLICY

Authority:
Council
Resolution:
Date Adopted:
January 9th, 2017
Old Policy No.:
185-01
Rescinds:
____________________________________________________________________________
Policy:
The purpose of this policy is to:
Ensure, having completed an organizational risk violence/harassment/abuse/sexual harassment
assessment, that:
1. Individuals are aware of, and understand, the acts of violence/harassment/abuse/sexual
harassment are considered a serious offense for which necessary sanction will be
imposed, and a policy and procedures are in place to deal with the same;
2. Those subjected to acts of violence/harassment/abuse/sexual harassment are
encouraged to access any assistance they may require in order to make or pursue a
complaint;
3. Individuals are advised of available recourse if they have been subjected to, or become
aware of, situations involving violence/harassment/abuse/sexual harassment;
4. Action will be taken in response to complaints, and where complains are substantiated,
appropriate corrective and disciplinary action will be taken;
5. Victims of violence/harassment/abuse/sexual harassment will be supported and the
effectiveness of the Town’s actions evaluated;
6. The Policy applies to all activities where all individuals the Town employs along with
elected officials are involved in work-related activities, regardless of the location;
7. The Town operates the policy on a “Zero Tolerance” basis and any act of
violence/harassment/abuse/sexual harassment will be considered serious by the Town
and appropriate investigation and action will be taken.

Policy Statement:
The Town of High Level (hereinafter the
violence/harassment/abuse/sexual harassment

“Town”) believes in the prevention
in the workplace and promotes

of
a
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_________________________________________________________________________________________
violence/harassment-free workplace. Any act of violence/harassment/abuse/sexual harassment
committed by or against any Councilor, employee, or member of the public is unacceptable and
such conduct will not be tolerated. The Town believes that all individuals it employs along with
elected
officials
have
the
right
to
work
in
an
environment
free
from
violence/harassment/abuse/sexual harassment. This policy is in keeping with the Town’s
dedication to providing and maintaining an environment that fosters respectful and responsible
behaviours.
We are committed to:


Educating our employees in the recognition of violence/harassment/abuse/sexual
harassment and operation of our policy and procedures in this regard;



Investigating reported incidents of violence/harassment/abuse/sexual harassment in an
objective and timely manner;



Taking necessary action in response to such reported incidents; and



Providing appropriate support for victims.

1. DEFINITIONS
1.01 Harassment
Harassment is generally defined as any conduct in the workplace that creates an
intimidating, threatening, coercive or hostile work environment and may include:
Threat, intimidation or verbal abuse;
(a) Unwelcome remarks or jokes which may or may not be sexual, racial or religious in
nature;
(b) A taunt about any employee’s appearance, race, religious beliefs, colour, place of
origin, mental or physical disabilities, ancestry, marital status, family status, sexual
orientation, source of income or gender;
(c) The distribution or display of offensive literature or other materials;
(d) Unnecessary and unwelcome physical contact;
(e) Any form of retaliation for filing a complaint under this Policy;
(f) Behaviour (conduct or comments) that is unwelcome, and has the purpose or effect
of humiliating an individual, substantially interfering with an individual’s work
performance, or creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive work environment.
(g) Harassment shall not include any behaviour with legitimate management actions,
including measures designed to assess or improve employee performance or impose
discipline.

Page 2 of 19
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1.02

Sexual Harassment
For the purpose of this policy, “sexual harassment” is unwanted sexual advances,
requests for sexual favours, or other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature which:
(a) Implicitly or explicitly makes submission of such conduct a term and condition of the
employee’s or elected official’s work;
(b) Affects access required of an employee or elected official to complete their duties;
(c) Creates a hostile or offensive environment which interferes with the employee’s or
elected official’s work;
(d) Intimidates, embarrasses, coerces or humiliates an employee or elected official in the
workplace; and/or
(e) Adversely affects, or threatens to affect, a person’s job security, prospects of
promotion or earnings, working conditions, or opportunity to secure a job, or any kind
of public service and is a violation of Human Rights, Citizenship and Multiculturalism
Act.
(f) Arises out of a relationship which is not based on mutual consent.

1.03 Violence
For the purpose of this policy, “violence” shall mean the threatened, attempted or actual
conduct of a person that causes, or is likely to cause, physical injury whether at the work
site or work related. The Town’s definition is expanded to include all aspects of violence
including but not limited to:
(a) bullying;
(b) verbal assault, taunting or ostracizing;
(c) direct or indirect threat to assault, injure, cause bodily harm of any kind or a direct or
indirect threat to cause property damage;
(d) intimidation or a statement or action, other than a direct or indirect threat, that makes
you afraid for you own and another person’s safety;
(e) physical assaults of any degree;
(f) Any incident where a weapon of any kind is used, displayed or alluded to.

1.04 Abuse
Abuse in any form erodes the mutual trust and confidence that are essential to the
Town’s operational effectiveness. Acts of abuse destroy individual dignity, lower morale,
engender fear, and break down work unit cohesiveness. Abuse can come from anyone,
including the public, and be directed at anyone in the workplace or the public. It can be
subtle or overt, deliberate or unintended, and may be a single event or may involve a
continuing series of incidents.

Page 3 of 19
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Abuse includes but is not limited to the following behaviours:
(a) physical assault or aggression;
(b) causing mental anguish
(c) unsolicited and unwelcome conduct, comments, gestures;
(d) threats or statements either verbal or written that give a reasonable cause to believe
there is a risk of injury either physically or emotionally;
(e) contact which causes offence or humiliation;
(f) physical harm to an individual which engenders fear or mistrust or which
compromises and devalues the individual;
(g) bullying, violence, coercion, intimidation, persecution, humiliation, ridiculing, or
mocking.

2. INSTRUCTION AND TRAINING OF EMPLOYEES:
The Town will provide training to its employees which will include a review and
explanation of this policy and its procedures, as well as a description of the Town’s
expectations of employees relative to their behaviour in the workplace. This training will
include the following:
(a) How to recognize workplace violence/harassment/abuse/sexual harassment;
(b) Appropriate response to incidents of violence/harassment/abuse/sexual harassment;
and
(c) The procedures for reporting, investigating and documenting incidents of workplace
violence/harassment/abuse/sexual harassment pursuant to policy and procedure.

3. PROCEDURES
The procedures below outline the process in place to give effect to the operation of this
policy.
3.01 Right to Assistance
Any
employee
or
elected
official
who
has
been
the
subject
of
violence/harassment/abuse/sexual harassment has the right to access assistance in
communicating their objections and, if warranted, in pursuing the complaint more
formally. It is recognized that the issue of access to recourse is particularly critical where
the alleged offender is in a position of authority over the victim or where there are other
communication barriers.
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An
employee
or
elected
official
who
has
been
subjected
to
violence/harassment/abuse/sexual harassment should advise, in the case of an
employee if the employee is being harassed by another employee, the applicable
Director; if the concern relates to the Director, the CAO; if the employee is harassed by
an
elected
official,
the
CAO;
and
if
the
individual
subjected
to
violence/harassment/abuse/sexual harassment is an elected official, they should advise
the CAO. If the concern relates to the CAO, concerns should be brought to the attention
of the Mayor.
3.02 Steps Prior to Formal Reporting
(a) The victim is required to make his or her feelings known verbally to the alleged
offender, either directly or with the assistance of a third party as outlined above. The
first step is very important so that the alleged offender is immediately made aware
that their conduct is offensive to the victim and such conduct must stop. Again, it is
recognized that it will not always be possible for the victim to make the alleged
offender aware of the concern personally.
(b) A victim may ask for support from management to communicate their objections to
the incident if they choose.
(c) The victim is required to carefully record the details of the incident, including the date
and time, nature of the violence/harassment/abuse/sexual harassment, and the
names
of
any
persons
who
may
have
witnessed
the
violence/harassment/abuse/sexual harassment. The attached Abuse Reporting
Form should be utilized and completed as comprehensively as possible in this
regard.
3.03

Formal Reporting
(a) The victim may choose to file a formal report and the written record of the complaint
should be provided as outlined in number 3.01 above.
(b) Upon receipt of a formal complaint of violence/harassment/abuse/sexual harassment
the recipient will determine whether an investigation will be pursued and will:


advise the CAO (if appropriate);



advise the Respondent in writing of the investigation and nature and specifics
of the complaint; and



advise the Complainant of the investigation.

3.04 No Recriminations or Retaliation
No individual filing a complaint will be penalized nor subjected to any prejudicial
treatment as a result of making a complaint. No correspondence pertaining to the
complaint will be placed on the complainant’s personnel file.
No person shall take retaliatory action against a complainant with the intention of
dissuading or punishing an individual for participating in the complaint process.
Sanctions may be imposed for any such retaliation. Retaliation against individuals
participating in the complaint process should not be confused with any sanction which
may be imposed for making false allegations.
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3.05 Investigation
(a) The Town is dedicated to conducting thorough and timely investigations of any
complaints received, with the intention of accomplishing the following:


protecting employees and elected officials;



limiting the damaging effects of violence/harassment/abuse/sexual
harassment on victims and others;



increasing productivity;



increasing morale;



avoiding negative publicity;



avoiding costly and time consuming legal proceedings; and



lowering the rate of worker turnover.

(b) The Town will assign the investigation to an internal or external person(s) to
investigate. This may be the Director of Human Resources, a Department Head or
the CAO;
(c) The Investigator will:


Advise all parties to the investigation that they may have representation;



Conduct the investigation in accordance with this Procedure; and



Explore all allegations by interviewing the Complainant, the Respondent, and
others who may have knowledge of the incident(s) or circumstances that led
to the complaint, or are responsible for the workplace.

(d) The investigator must prepare a written report of the investigation’s finding and
forward that report to the Director of the appropriate department within 15 working
days from the Respondent being advised of the complaint.

3.06 Disposition of the Complaint
Following the investigation process, the Town will determine whether or not the complaint
has been substantiated. In the event that the complaint is not substantiated, the
complainant and the alleged offender will both be advised and the complaint is
dismissed, including a removal from the alleged offender’s record of any reference to the
complaint. Consideration will be given to whether or not the complaint was made with
malicious intent and what recourse should follow in the event that this conclusion is
reached.
In the alternative, if the complaint is substantiated, the appropriate corrective and
disciplinary measures will be identified and may include a range of responses.
Consideration will be given to the specific circumstances of the incident and the role of
the offender within the organization. Recourse may include both disciplinary and
corrective action. The following options exist in this regard:
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(a) A written apology;
(b) A written reprimand delivered to the harasser, and recorded in his/her personnel file;
(c) Training;
(d) Referral to counseling;
(e) Mediation;
(f) Reassignment;
(g) Limiting access to certain areas or individuals within the organization;
(h) Withholding of a promotion;
(i) Demotion;
(j) Suspension without pay;
(k) Termination of employment; and
(l) Advising the local authorities of a potential criminal offence.
3.07 Confidentiality
Throughout the process, to the greatest extent possible, reasonable efforts shall be made
to respect the confidential nature of a complaint. However, absolute confidentiality
cannot be guaranteed owing to the need for an investigation and the need to inform the
alleged offender and/or and O H & S Officer.

4. COMPLAINT RESOLUTION ALTERNATIVES
The Town recognizes that nothing in this policy or procedures takes away from the
complainant’s right to file a complaint with the Alberta Human Rights Commission, or
commence proceedings in a civil or criminal court. Any individual has the right to pursue
their concerns through alternate forums, including the exercise of rights through any law
of Alberta or Canada.

5. OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
Employees should be aware that an incident involving workplace violence constitutes an
“accident that has the potential of causing serious injury to a worker” pursuant to section
18(3) of the O H & S Code. As a result, the Town must investigate the incident, prepare
a report, keep the report on file for a period of two years from the date of the incident and
have it readily available for inspection by an O H & S Officer. Only those events listed in
section 18(2) of the O H & S Code will need to be reported directly to Alberta Human
Resources and Employment. Section 18(1) and (2) of the Code reads as follows:
18(1) If an injury or accident described in subsection (2) occurs at a work site,
the prime contractor or, if there is no prime contractor, the contractor or employer
responsible for that work site shall notify a Director of Inspection of the time,
place and nature of the injury or accident as soon as possible.
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(2)

The injuries and accidents to be reported under subsection (1) are


an injury or accident that results in death



an injury or accident that results in a worker’s being admitted
to a hospital for more than 2 days,



an unplanned or uncontrolled explosion, fire or flood that
causes a serious injury or that has the potential of causing a
serious injury,



the collapse or upset of a crane, derrick or hoist, or



the collapse or failure of any component of a building or
structure necessary for the structural integrity of the building
or structure.

6. VICTIM SUPPORT
The Town understands that victims of violence/harassment/abuse/sexual harassment
need support. As a result, the Town will ensure that all victims are advised that they are
not to blame for the aggressive/harassing behaviours directed at them and that being a
victim of violence/harassment/abuse/sexual harassment does not reflect on them.
The Town recognizes that victims of violence/harassment/abuse/sexual harassment or
other workers, who may have been exposed to a violent incident, may require emotional
support and reassurance. The Town will ensure that victims as well as others exposed to
violence/harassment/abuse/sexual harassment are advised to consult a health
professional of their choice for treatment or referral. The Town will also advise affected
employees or elected officials of the ability to access Employee Assistance Programs if
they wish. Below is a listing of the agencies, programs and materials which are available
to assist you in seeking support in addition to the EAP and your personal professional
service providers:
Who

Contact(s)

What

Victim Impact Statement
Program

Information
is
available
through
police,
Crown
Prosecutor’s Office, the
Courts and other agencies
providing services to victims.
Forms may be obtained from
the police.

Victims of crime are
provided
with
the
opportunity to express in
writing to the courts, the
harm done or loss suffered
as a result of the crime.
The judge considers the
Statement in determining
the sentence.

Alberta Human Rights
Commission
Northern Regional Office
800 Standard Life Centre
10405 Jasper Avenue
Edmonton, Alberta
T5J 4R7

Confidential inquiry line:
(780) 472-7661
Toll Free: 1-800-432-1838

To make a human rights
complaint or if there is a
question about specific
situations,
call
the
Commission’s confidential
inquiry line.
A written
complaint can also be sent
through regular mail.
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Alberta Human Resources
and Employment Workplace Health and Safety

Province-wide Call Centre
1-866-415-8690
Website:
www.whs.gov.ab.ca

To report serious injuries
and provide information on
the requirements of the
Occupational Health and
Safety Act and regulations

Alberta
Standards

Employment

Tel: (780) 427-3731
Toll Free: 1-877-427-3731

Alberta
Occupational
Health & Safety

Tel: (780) 415-8690
Toll Free: 1-866-415-8690

Inquiries regarding
The Alberta Employment
Standards Code
Inquiries regarding
the Alberta Occupational
Health & Safety Code

The Town is dedicated to engaging in a process by which they follow up with the victim in
order to ensure that their needs are being met post-incident. The Post Intervention
Victim Questionnaire will be utilized in this regard.

7. PROGRAM EVALUATION
The Town will engage in a program evaluation process to monitor the effectiveness of its
policy and procedures. Given that the purpose of this policy and procedure is to minimize
the occurrence of violence/harassment/abuse/sexual harassment and establish an
environment of non-tolerance to violence/harassment/abuse/sexual harassment, the
process will be evaluated against that measure.
The evaluation program will include the following:


a needs assessment;



process evaluation in order to measure whether the program is meeting its
intended objective;



outcome evaluation to determine whether the program has met its objectives
and whether additional opportunities for improvement in the program can be
identified.

This process will include canvassing individuals who have made complaints as well as
other employees as to their perception of the efficiency and fairness of the process.

RESOLUTION

DATE

Amended
Amended
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Schedule “A”

Town of High Level
Workplace Violence, Harassment . Abuse and Sexual Harassment Policy
Risk Assessment Questionnaire

Verbal Abuse

1(a)

Have you experienced verbal abuse while an employee of this organization?
 Yes
 No

1(b)

If yes, did you report the incident(s)?
 Yes
 No

1(c)

If yes, how did you report the incident(s)?
 Verbally
 In writing

1(d)

What was the relationship of the abuser to you?
 Co-Worker
 Member/Customer
 Elected Official
 Other (please specify) _________________________

1(e)

Where did the abuse occur?

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
1(f)

When did the abuse occur?

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Physical Violence

2(a)

Have you experienced a threat of physical violence while an employee of this
organization?
 Yes
 No

2(b)

If yes, did you report the incident(s)?
 Yes
 No

2(c)

If yes, how did you report the incident(s)?
 Verbally
 In writing

2(d)

What was the relationship of the abuser to you?
 Co-Worker
 Member/Customer
 Elected Official
 Other (please specify) _________________________

2(e)

Where did the abuse occur?

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
2(f)

When did the abuse occur?

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Physical Assault or Attack

3(a)

Have you experienced a physical assault or attack while an employee of this
organization?
 Yes
 No

3(b)

If yes, did you report the incident(s)?
 Yes
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 No
3(c)

If yes, how did you report the incident(s)?
 Verbally
 In writing

3(d)

What was the relationship of the abuser to you?
 Co-Worker
 Member/Customer
 Elected Official
 Other (please specify) _________________________

3(e)

Where did the abuse occur?

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
3(f)

When did the abuse occur?

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Other Information

4(a)

Did you miss any time from work as a result of the violence, harassment?
 Yes
 No

4(b)

If yes, please indicate the length of absence from work: _____ days/weeks/months


4(c)

Do you work alone or with a small number of co-workers?
 Yes
 No

4(d)

Do you work late at night or early in the morning?
 Yes
 No

4(e)

Are you concerned about your safety on the job?
 Yes
 No

4(f)

What is the source of your concern?
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_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

4(g)

Do you believe that such a possibility represents a:
 High Risk
 Medium Risk
 Low Risk

4(h)

The completion of this section is voluntary. Information gathered from this section will
only be used for statistical analysis and to identify trends in workplace violence and
harassment. Complete individual confidentiality will be maintained in respect of this
portion.
 Male
 Female
Length of service:
 1 year
 1-3 years
 3-5 years
 5-10 years
 More than 10 years

Job Classification: ________________________________________________________
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Schedule “B”
Town of High Level
Workplace Violence, Harassment, Abuse and Sexual Harassment Policy
Abuse Reporting Form

Complainant Information
___________________________ ___________________________ _________________________
Last Name
First Name
Phone Number
Date/Month/Year of Incident ___________________________
Time of Day: ________________________
Alleged Abuser(s)
Name, if known: ________________________
Last Name





__________________________
First Name

Employee
Member/Customer
Elected Official
Other __________________________________

Names of witnesses and/or those providing assistance
_____________________________________________________________________





Employee
Member/Customer
Elected Official
Other __________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________
 Employee
 Member/Customer
 Elected Official
Other __________________________________
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Medical Attention Required


Yes



No

Description
Give a thorough description of the incident (what happened, where it occurred, what let up to the
incident, who else was present, what action was taken at the time):
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
The purpose of this form is to document your claim to assist in a thorough investigation of the
complaint.

__________________________________
Signature of person reporting incident

_________________________________
Today’s Date

Upon completion, please forward to: ___________________________________________
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Schedule “C”
Town of High Level
Workplace Violence, Harassment, Abuse and Sexual Harassment Policy
Data Reporting Form
Complainant Information
Age: _____

Gender:

Classification: ______________________



Years of experience:__________

Male
Female
Employment status:





Shift start:_________________

Full -time
Part-time
Relief/casual
Elected Official

Shift end:________________

Alleged Abuser(s) Data
Status:





Co-worker
Member/Customer
Elected Official
Other __________________________________

Age: _____

Gender:


Male



Female

Incident Data
Date of incident: ________________________
Date of reporting:__________________________
Type of incident:
 Verbal abuse, e.g., yelling, swearing, name calling ____________________
 Physical aggression against objects ________________________________
 Physical abuse ________________________________________________
 Sexual harassment______________________________________________
 Other (please specify)__________________________________
What injury or trauma, if any, resulted from the incident?
 Physical injury (describe) ______________________________________________________
 Emotional injury e.g. fear, anger, humiliation_______________________________________
 Other (please specify)__________________________________
Medical attention required?
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Action to prevent recurrence (to be completed by worker and supervisor)
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Lost time incident:
Follow-up
 Yes(established by worker/supervisor)
If yes, # of shifts missed _____________
Lost time incident
No
 Yes
If yes, # of shifts missed _____________
 No
Advised of available counseling
 Yes
 No
Comprehensive incident review completed
 Yes
 No
If “no” indicate date to be reviewed _________________
Law enforcement involved
 Yes
 No
Workers’ Compensation Board form completed
 Yes
 No
Short term disability claim
 Yes
 No
Long term disability claim
 Yes
 No
Evaluation of current policies/procedures
 Yes
 No
Investigation complete
 Yes
 No
Other actions:
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
Steps (if any) taken to accommodate:
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________
Signature of Investigator

________________________________
Date
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Schedule “D”
Town of High Level
Workplace Violence, Harassment, Abuse and Sexual Harassment Policy
Post-Intervention Victim Questionnaire
Date:____________________________
Dear:____________________________

You were recently involved in an incident of violence/harassment/abuse, sexual harassment.
__________________ discussed the incident and support options with you. We are interested in your
perception of what benefits you were able to receive from the support provided to you. We would greatly
appreciate your honest response to the following questions.
Thank you.
1). How many contacts have you had with the support person regarding the incident/assault?
_______
2). How much time elapsed from the time of your assault/incident to when you met with the support
person?
__________ Days

_________Hours

_________Minutes

Did you feel this was ideal for your situation?
 Yes
 No
If not, what would have been preferable?
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
3). In general do you feel it is most helpful to be familiar with the support person who contact you, or to
see someone you don’t know very well?
It is most helpful to be contacted by:
 A familiar person
 Someone I don’t know
 Doesn’t matter to me
4). The purpose of the Policy is to help deal with feelings which accompany traumatic situations in a
support, construction manner. Do you feel this was accomplished in your case?
Absolutely Not

Absolutely Yes
1

2

3

4

5

6

Please offer suggestions:
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Schedule “E”

Town of High Level
Workplace Violence, Harassment, Abuse and Sexual Harassment Policy
Acknowledgement & Agreement

I certify that I have read, understand, and agree to the terms set forth in the
Town of High Level Workplace Violence, Harassment, Abuse and Sexual
Harassment Policy.
I agree to adhere to this policy and understand that if I violate the rules set
forth in this policy, I may face punitive or corrective action, up to and
including termination of employment.
I further certify that I have received a copy of this policy.

_________________________

_________________________

Name (please print)

Signature

_________________________

_________________________

Date

Witness
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TOWN OF HIGH LEVEL
Request for Decision

Issue: Human Resource Policy 165-97

Recommendation:
THAT Council amends the Human Resource Policy 165-97 as presented.

CAO Comments:
The items being presented reflect our current organizational structure and allow
for more fiscal accountability with for staff professional development.

Target Decision Date: January 9th 2017
Submitted By: Brittany Stahl, Director of Finance
Reviewed By: Adam Clarkson, CAO
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BACKGROUND
Overview:
The purpose of amending the Human Resource Policy 165-97 is to have it reflective of
current directives and operations. Throughout 2016 Administration observed that the
organization chart (page 6 of the policy) had not been updated since 2014 and should be
updated to reflect current organizational levels. Administration noticed that changes need
to be made to section 4.6 (Performance Enrichment) of the Policy. Changes
recommended to section 8.1 (Safety) of the Policy, the Health & Safety committee made
changes to Administrative Directive 10-98, that are relevant to Policy 165-97. The last
change is to Section 9.3 (Harassment), this change is to reflect upon Council’s approval
at the January 9th, 2017 meeting to replace the Harassment Policy185-01 with Policy 25017.
Legislation and Policy:
Municipal Government Act
Council’s principal role in municipal organization 201(1) A council is responsible for
(a) developing and evaluating the policies and programs of the municipality;
(b) making sure that the powers, duties and functions of the municipality are
appropriately carried out;
(c) carrying out the powers, duties and functions expressly given to it under this or any
other enactment.
Human Resource Policy 165-97
Administrative Directive 10-98 (Protective Clothing)
Harassment Policy 250-17
Financial:
2.0 Organizational Chart- No financial impacts.
3.5 Appointment for Director positions- No financial impacts.
4.5 Grievance Procedure- No financial impacts
4.6 Performance Enrichment- Changing the Policy to be more fiscally accountable with
the courses and conferences for Town employees.
8.1 Safety- Before the Administrative Directive 10-98 was updated the safety footwear
annual allowance was set at one hundred and fifty dollars ($150). The Directive was
updated in June of 2016 with an annual safety footwear allowance of two hundred dollars
($200). Only employees that require safety footwear for their jobs are eligible for this
allowance.
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In current operations we have approximately thirty (30) staff that are eligible for this
allowance. The effects of updating the annual allowance from one hundred and fifty
dollars ($150) to two hundred dollars ($200) is fifteen hundred dollars ($1,500) annually;
this is if all eligible staff were to purchase new boots every year (which does not typically
occur).
9.3 Harassment- No financial impacts.

Organizational:
2.0 Organizational Chart- Upon review of the Human Resource Policy 165-97,
Administration observed that the current organizational chart had not been updated to
reflect the current positions of the organization.
3.5 Appointment for Director positions- changes are to reflect the current organizational
structure. The Assistant CAO position was removed from the structure in 2013.
4.5 Grievance Procedure- changes are to reflect the current organizational structure. The
Assistant CAO position was removed from the structure in 2013.
4.6 Performance Enrichment- The changes made to section 4.6 of the Policy are to have
management more fiscally accountable when booking their employees and/or themselves
for conferences. As stated in this section staff must pay back the fees for a course if they
fail, however there are no consequences if an employee was to cancel going to a
conference that the Town had paid for. In some situations it is reimbursed to the Town,
but if it is past the deadline to cancel we are not benefitting from those fees paid. If an
employee does not have a reasonable explanation for cancelling; the Town will not pay
for further conferences, or will reimburse the employee only once they have been notified
that the employee has attended the conference.
8.1 Safety- The Health and Safety committee annually reviews administrative directives
in regards to the safety program. The Administrative Directive 10-98 (Protective
clothing) fees for footwear allowance had not been updated since 1998 and the annual
safety footwear allowance of one hundred and fifty dollars ($150). The Safety committee
brought the changes to the CAO for approval and it was approved in June of 2016.
However upon review of the Human resource policy 165-97, Administration realized that
page 17 section 8.1 Safety of the policy states that the annual allowance is one hundred
and fifty dollars ($150). In order for the Administrative Directive 10-98 to comply with
the Town policies the Human Resource Policy #165-97 would need to be updated.
9.3 Harassment- This section refers to the old Policy 185-01 Prevention and Resolution
of Harassment in the workplace. Upon Council approval to replace Policy 185-01 with
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Policy 250-17 at the January 9th, 2017 Council meeting; this section will need to be
changed as well.
Comments:
2.0 Organizational Chart- The organizational chart should be reviewed and updated
every year to reflect changes and shifting throughout the year. The Human Resource
Policy 165-97 should be updated to reflect those changes as well. Organizational changes
do impact the Operating budget so it is relevant that the Policy also be reflective of the
same.
3.5 Appointment for Director positions- changes are to reflect the current organizational
structure. The Assistant CAO position was removed from the structure in 2013.
4.5 Grievance Procedure- changes are to reflect the current organizational structure. The
Assistant CAO position was removed from the structure in 2013.
4.6 Performance Enrichment- The changes to this section will hold the employees of the
Town more fiscally accountable when booking for conferences.
8.1 Safety- Being that the Administrative Directive 10-98 (Protective clothing) was
updated and communicated to employees, Administration feels it is important to make
the relevant changes to the Human Resource Policy 165-97; as the Policies override the
Directives.
9.3 Harassment- This section refers to the old Policy 185-01 Prevention and Resolution
of Harassment in the workplace. Upon Council approval to replace Policy 185-01 with
Policy 250-17 at the January 9th, 2017 Council meeting; this section will need to be
changed as well.

Alternatives:
1. THAT Council amend the Human Resource Policy 165-97 as presented.
2. THAT Council discusses changes to the policy and request administration to
bring back the amended policy.

Recommended Alternative:
1. THAT Council amends the Human Resources Policy 165-97 as presented.

Reports/Documents:
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1. Draft Policy 165-97
2. Administrative Directive 10-98 (Protective clothing)
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HUMAN RESOURCES POLICY MANUAL
TOWN OF HIGH LEVEL

Welcome
The Council for the Town of High Level welcomes you as a member of our team. You will
play an important role in providing excellent service to our residents, as we rely on the skills
and expertise of each employee for our success.
This handbook is designed to assist you in understanding the Town of High Level’s Human
Resource policies and procedures, working conditions, the benefits that are available to you
as an employee, and other related information. After reading this information, if you have any
questions your supervisor or director will be pleased to help you.

Orientation
Your supervisor will provide you an orientation to your job, work facilities, Health & Safety
program, the organization and your co-workers. The supervisor will be responsible for any
training and answering any questions that you may have.
Once again, welcome aboard! We hope that you enjoy your employment with the Town of
High Level.

Mayor

Chief Administrative Officer
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1.0 STRATEGIC VISION
1.1 Mission Statement
The Mission Statement of the Town of High Level is as follows:
“We will strive to improve our community’s quality of life by providing a safe,
sustainable environment through planning, communication and cooperation, both
locally and regionally.”

1.2 Council’s Values
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Good fiscal planning and responsibility
Concern for the environment
Openness in Council
Information to the public and other stakeholders
Developing and maintaining trust

1.3 Council’s Strategies
1. Regional leadership and co-operation
2. Partnerships with private and public partners
3. Long-term strategy and planning
(Adopted by Council November 2001)

1.4 Core Services Policy 216-06
The Town of High Level is required by statute to provide certain core services, and Council may
choose to provide additional core services, and other discretionary services. This policy seeks
to identify those core services.
Legislated core services are governance, finance, planning and assessment. The Council
identified additional core services as recreation, public works, fire protection and the airport.
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2.0 ORGANIZATIONAL CHART (updated 2016)
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3.0 EMPLOYMENT POLICIES
3.1 Relationship of Council with Staff
Council and Staff recognize that they are a Team and work cooperatively to achieve the
goals of the Organization.
To clarify the roles of Council and Administration, Council has passed as part of this
policy the following statement.
“Except for the purpose of social interaction or official inquiry, the Council for the Town of
High Level and its members shall deal with and control the administrative service solely
through the Chief Administrative Officer for the Town of High Level, and neither the
Council nor any members thereof shall give orders to any subordinates of the Chief
Administrative Officer.”
Administration understands the complexity of policy decisions made by Council and shall
publicly support these decisions of Council.
3.2 Nondiscrimination
The municipality supports and practices a policy of nondiscrimination in all human
resource practices related to recruitment, hiring, compensation, training, transfers or
promotions, benefits and all other terms of employment. We support the intent of all
related federal and provincial legislation regarding nondiscrimination.
3.3 Organization Structure, Executive and Staff Positions
The organization structure and salary ranges will be developed by the Chief
Administrative Officer and presented to Council for approval. The Chief Administrative
Officer is responsible for the hiring, promotion, appointment and dismissal of Town staff.
3.4 Appointment of Chief Administrative Officer
Council will appoint the Chief Administrative Officer.
3.5 Appointment for Director Positions
The Chief Administrative Officer, in accordance with the CAO Bylaw, shall hire all
Director Positions. These positions include the Assistant CAO, Municipal Treasurer,
Human Resources, Municipal Secretary, and heads of Town Departments. Council will
create the necessary Designated Officer positions as defined in the Municipal
Government Act.
3.6 Appointment of Employees
The Chief Administrative Officer or the responsible Director will hire all staff, within the
budgetary limits set by Council.
3.7 Hiring and Assignment of Related Individuals
Relatives of employees may be hired to any position, but should not report to a relative,
with certain exceptions. These exceptions include casual or seasonal employees who
may report to a relative and positions for which no other qualified candidate has applied.
Married and Common-law couples shall not work in the same department.
3.8 Employee Classifications
Regular Full-time - Employees who are not in a temporary or probationary status and
who are regularly scheduled to work a full-time schedule. These employees are eligible
for the benefit program.
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Regular Part-time - Employees who are not in a temporary or probationary status and
who are regularly scheduled to work less than a full-time work schedule of at least 0.5
FTE. These employees are eligible for the benefit program (pro-rated).
Temporary - Employees who are hired as interim replacements, to temporarily
supplement the work force, or to assist in the completion of a specific project.
Employment assignments in this category are of a limited duration. These employees
are not eligible for the benefit program unless hired for a period to exceed 6 months at a
minimum of 0.5 FTE.
Casual - Employees who have an established employment relationship with the Town,
but who are assigned to work on an intermittent and/or unpredictable basis. These
employees are not eligible for the benefit program.
Contractors - Those individuals who work for the Town and who are not deemed to have
an employee/employer relationship with the organization. Typically, these individuals
operate their own business, supply their own tools and equipment, and bills the Town for
services performed. These individuals are not eligible for the benefit program.
Extension of insurance-based benefits under this section is entirely dependent on the
provisions of the benefit carrier
3.9 Common Law Relationships
Under this policy a common law spouse is that person with whom the employee has been
living in a conjugal relationship for a period of time defined by statute. Recognized
common law relationships will be treated the same as married relationships for
interpretations under this policy. Extension of the benefit package under this section is
entirely dependent on the provisions of the benefit carrier.
3.10 Pre-requisites for Employment
In addition to other requirements for being accepted, specific positions may include:

1. Medical Examination - This may be required on application for designated positions,
2.
3.

or if required for benefit plans, or where chronic health problem may have an impact
on the ability of the candidate to complete the duties of the job.
Driver’s License - This may be required as a condition of employment and where it is
required, loss of a driver’s license may be cause for termination. Also refer Policy 16799 Vehicle Usage
Background Checks - Criminal record checks are required for all employees working
with finances or Town owned property and/or equipment and CYIM (Child & Youth
Information Module) checks may be required for those employees working in areas
dealing with youth.

4.0 EMPLOYMENT STATUS AND RECORDS
4.1 Personnel Data Changes
Each employee is responsible for informing the Town’s Human Resources and Payroll
Departments of any changes required to their personnel file. These changes would
include marital status, birth of children, banking information, emergency contacts etc. If
the employee has any questions as to what information is required contact the Payroll &
Benefits department

4.2 Probationary Period
The normal probationary period for employees is ninety (90) days from the date of hiring.
During this period the employee can become accustomed to the work required and the
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supervisor can evaluate whether the individual’s skills will be adequate for the full range
of responsibilities. At the end of the probationary period the employee will participate in a
probationary performance review with his/her supervisor to discuss his/her job
performance, strengths and weaknesses and any training plans agreed upon.
Probationary periods may be extended in ninety (90) day increments upon the
recommendation of the appropriate Director.
Positions with longer probationary periods include:

1. All Director positions - one hundred and eighty (180) days
4.3 Performance Management
All personnel shall have annual performance appraisal at the anniversary date of hire.
Performance appraisals should be conducted by the immediate supervisor and include
the following:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Performance in comparison with Position Description
Performance in comparison with goals and objectives of previous appraisal
Goals and Objectives for next appraisal period
Training requested by the employee and/or the supervisor

The Performance Appraisal shall be discussed and signed off by the employee and the
supervisor. An employee who has not had an annual appraisal has the right to request
one. The supervisor shall perform the appraisal within a reasonable time period of the
request.
4.4 Performance Improvement
The Performance Improvement system shall follow the steps listed below:

1. Supervisor will describe problem and remedial action, verbally. The supervisor will
record the outcome of this meeting and place in the employee personnel file

2. If no improvement is evident, or problem reoccurs, supervisor will draft a
3.

memorandum describing the problem and remedial action and place in the
employee personnel file.
If no improvement is evident, or problem reoccurs, disciplinary action will result.
Disciplinary action may include: delay of salary increases, suspension with pay,
suspension without pay, or termination.

4.5 Grievance Procedure
The grievance procedure will follow the chain of command from their immediate
supervisor to department Manager, department Director and CAO or ACAO with the
option of final appeal to the Council as Committee of the Whole.

4.6 Performance Enrichment (Educational & Training Opportunities)
The Town supports the enrichment of all staff through educational opportunities. This
benefits the citizens, the employee and the organization.
This is best achieved through an educational plan to ensure the education benefits the
community and is within any fiscal restraints. As part of the performance management
process, an educational plan is to be part of the goals of every employee. The
educational plans are to be submitted and monitored by Human Resources and approved
by the appropriate Director and the Chief Administrative Officer.
Education, while beneficial to the community and organization, also benefits the
employee beyond the workplace. This requires a commitment from both the employee
and the employer. The commitment from both the Town and employee is as follows:
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For conferences, workshops and minor courses the Town will pay 100% of all associated
costs provided it is part of the current budget. If the employee ends their employment with
the Town within three months from the completion of a minor course, the employee shall
compensate the Town for the costs paid.
For certificate and diploma programs the Town will pay 100% of all associated costs
provided it is part of the current budget. If the employee ends their employment with the
Town within six months from the completion of a course within the program, the
employee shall compensate the Town for the costs paid for all course fees paid in the
program.
For degree programs the Town will pay 50% of all associated costs provided it is part of
the current budget. All degree programs must be approved by the Chief Administrative
Officer. If the employee ends their employment with the Town within one year from the
completion of a course within the program, the employee shall compensate the Town for
the costs paid for all course fees paid in the program.
All employees must submit to Human Resources the final grade for all courses.
Employees that fail to pass or complete a course or fail to attend a conference will be
required to initially pay for any future courses on their own and be reimbursed when
confirmation of passing or attending (if conference) is submitted to Human Resources.
Failure to submit confirmation of passing any course, or attending a conference may
result in no further courses being approved.

5.0 EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PROGRAMS
5.1 Insurance Based Benefits
The Town of High Level supplies a group of insurance-based benefits such as health,
dental, and life insurance. For more information on these benefits the employee should
contact the Town’s Payroll & Benefits Department. Calculation of benefit eligibility will be
dependent on the benefit carrier. If not defined by the benefit package, but included in
this policy, benefit eligibility for all benefit programs will be calculated on a full time
equivalent basis, i.e. after one (1) year an employee would be eligible for 80 hours of
vacation, a regular part time employee working at fifty percent (50%) time would be
eligible for 40 hours of vacation after one year service.
5.2 Vacation
Vacation entitlement must be earned/accrued before it may be taken.
For the first calendar year of employment, vacation entitlement will be 15 (fifteen) working
days for non-supervisory staff and fifteen (15) working days for supervisory staff.
One (1) additional day per year of employment, as of the employee’s anniversary date,
will be added to the vacation entitlement to a maximum total vacation of thirty (30)
working days.
Vacation earned must be taken by the anniversary date of the following year; i.e. they
can only be carried forward for one year. It is not cumulative nor can it be taken in cash
equivalent except upon retirement, resignation, or termination.
The Chief Administrative Officer in exceptional circumstances may approve carryovers
beyond the twenty four (24) month period.
This policy applies to all Regular and Temporary Staff.
(Amended October 1, 1998; December 10, 2012)
5.3 Statutory Holidays
Employees will receive the following statutory holidays:
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New Year’s Day
Family Day
Good Friday and Easter Monday
Victoria Day
Canada Day
August Civic Holiday
Labour Day
Thanksgiving Monday
Remembrance Day
Christmas Day and Boxing Day
rd

Employees will receive a Christmas floater holiday between December 23 and January
nd
2 , as determined by the Chief Administrative Officer. Employees will receive additional
statutory holidays as defined by federal, provincial or municipal legislation. Statutory
holidays falling on a weekend will be granted on the subsequent weekday. Statutory
holidays for wage employees will be paid providing they meet the requirements of the
Alberta Employment Standards (previously Labour Code).
5.4 Long Term Service Awards – Also refer Directive 013-02
Long-term service will be recognized in Five (5) Year increments.
(See separate Directive on Long Service Awards of August 17, 2002)
5.5 Recognition of Ethnic Holidays
The Town of High Level recognizes ethnic holidays and each employee has the right to
request time off without pay.
5.6 Vacation Schedule Conflicts – Policy 204-03
st
Vacation time for Town staff should be decided upon by March 1 of each year in
question.
When acceptable vacation schedules cannot be developed by mutual agreement, the
following policy will take effect:
1. Vacation time shall be used before Leave without Pay for employees with over one
year in service.
2. Employees with accumulated vacation leave take precedence over employees using
leave without pay.
3. Seniority in service with the Town gives an employee first choice for vacation time.
This advantage can only be used once per year.
(Vacation Policy adopted January 12, 1987 No. 015-87)

5.7 Fitness Allowance
The health and fitness of the Town’s employees is very important to the organization. To
assist the employee in maintaining their fitness, the Town will pay up to maximum of $300
per year towards any fitness related activity for Regular Full Time Employees. Employees
are required to submit receipts for the activity on the required form, verifying their
participation. The funds claimed can only be for the employee only.
Employees will become eligible to access the Fitness Allowance after one full year of
employment.
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6.0 LEAVE OF ABSENCES
6.1 Time Off with Pay (Personal Leave)
The Town of High Level recognizes the need for time off for special circumstances.
Employees may take eighteen (18) days time off with pay each year by advising their
supervisor in writing. Any additional time that may be required will require prior approval
of the CAO.
Time off with pay will include time for casual illness not compensated for under the
benefit plan, bereavement, doctor or dentist appointments, or family illness. It will also
include travel time necessary for the above. Recording of personal doctor or dentist
appointments of less than three (3) hours in length will not be required. “Family” shall be
defined grandparents, parents, siblings, children or other dependents, regardless of
residence or any relation living within the household of the employee. The definition of
“Family” may be extended at the discretion of the employer.
Any unused time off with pay (personal leave) at year end will be paid out to, OR added
to the vacation allotment of, the employee at a rate of fifty percent (50%) of the unused
amount on an annual basis on or before December 31 of each year.
Added vacation allotment will only be allowed to employees who have less than one
years’ accrued vacation time.
The amount paid out (percentage) will increase in accordance with the employee’s
continuous length of service; sixty percent (60%) at five (5) years, seventy percent (70%)
at ten (10) years, up to a maximum of eighty (80%) percent at fifteen years and
thereafter.
Time off with pay for jury duty may be arranged with the Chief Administrative Officer.
6.2 Military Leave
Military Leave may be arranged with prior consent of the CAO.
6.3 Long Term Sick Leave
Sickness and disability leave in excess of three (3) days will require a doctor’s certificate.
Long term sickness and disability will be covered under the provisions of the benefit
package.

7.0 COMPENSATION AND HOURS OF WORK
7.1 Employee Compensation – Directive 011-01
Employee compensation shall be determined by the Wage and Salary Grid as approved
by Council and may be reviewed from time to time. Each employee shall be eligible for an
incremental increase, budget permitting, on an annual basis. Increases will be effective at
the Employee’s anniversary date of hire, pending receipt of a satisfactory performance
appraisal. Increases will not be retroactive.
Additional increases may be granted, budget permitting, at the discretion of the Director
with approval from the CAO, for the completion of job specific educational requirements
on a case by case basis.
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7.2 Other Allowances
7.2.1 Cost of Living Allowance
Employees may be eligible for an annual Cost of Living Allowance (COLA), budget
permitting, subject to Council approval of the final annual operating budget. The COLA
will be calculated annually, as part of the Budget process, based on an average of the
Statistics Canada CPI for Alberta for the preceding five (5) years. Any COLA granted will
be administered by way of an adjustment to the Wage and Salary Grid.
(Amended December 10, 2012)
7.2.2 Travel Benefit Allowance – Policy 184-01
Employees may be eligible for an annual Travel Benefit Allowance, in accordance with
the requirements of “Living in a Prescribed Zone”, as defined by the Income Tax Act.
The Travel Benefit Allowance will be determined by Council and granted, budget
permitting, subject to approval of the final Annual Operating Budget.
7.3 Hours of Work
The normal workweek for administrative and office support personnel (i.e. Corporate
Services and Development Services) is thirty-seven and one half (37.5) hours per week.
The normal workweek for Operational Services (public works, utilities), Protective
Services (fire, bylaw & airport), Maintenance personnel and Community Services (pool,
arena, parks & FCSS) staff is forty (40) hours per week.
All members of the Senior Management Team are expected to work a thirty-seven and
one half (37.5) hour workweek.
Council sets the hours of operation for the Town Office.
The Town of High Level recognizes and supports the family, personal and community
commitments of all staff and offers that:
Flextime arrangements can be made with prior approval of the department head and the
Chief Administrative Officer.
Summer hours can be arranged with prior approval of the department head and the Chief
Administrative Officer.
For purposes of calculating Overtime Pay, “Overtime Hours of Work” will be considered
to be (for all permanent, regularly scheduled full-time, non-exempt staff) when preauthorized by their supervisor:
a) any hours in excess of the full-time regularly scheduled work day (as set out in the
employee’s employment agreement), either 7.5 or 8 hours/day or, in a compressed
work week schedule, 10hrs/day, or
b) any hours worked on a day that is NOT a regularly scheduled work day (regardless of
number of hours actually worked during the work week due to any Statutory
Holiday/Personal Time/Vacation Time), or
c) any hours worked on a day or days designated to be a “General Holiday” or
“Statutory Holiday” (AB Employment Standards Code) unless an alternate day has
been designated as the observed holiday.
7.4 Rest Periods and Meals
Within the hours of operation each regular full-time employee is entitled to two (2) paid
fifteen (15) minute breaks and a (1) one hour unpaid meal break.
Staff is required to be at their place of work during working hours, with the exception of
meal periods.
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7.5 Notification of Salary/Pay
All staff will be notified of their starting rate of pay prior to or at hire. Any changes thereto
will be notified in writing.
Any questions regarding your rate of pay may be addressed to your Supervisor or Payroll
& Benefits Department.
7.6 Timekeeping
Staff is required by law (Alberta Employment Standards) to keep accurate records of time
worked in order to calculate pay and benefits. This is particularly important for nonsalaried staff. Your supervisor will advise you as to the records that must be kept and
submitted. It is important to submit these records when required to ensure timely
preparation of the payroll.
7.7 Pay Deductions
The Town of High Level is required or permitted by law to make certain deductions from
the employee’s pay cheque. These deductions are as follows:







Income Tax
Canada Pension (CPP)
Employment Insurance (EI)
Provincial Health Care Insurance premiums and arrears
Garnishee Order of a Court of Law, Government Organization or Body
Any other deductions required by Statute

In addition the Town allows for voluntary deductions. These deductions include the
Town’s benefit plan and RSPs.
7.8 Pension
The Town of High Level does not belong to a pension plan or fund. In lieu of pension the
Town of High Level will pay to each employee an amount set by Council. This amount
shall be at minimum equivalent to ten percent (10%) of that employee’s annual base
salary before taxes or deductions.
The pension contribution will be deposited monthly as a contribution to an employeeprovided individual RSP.
(Amended January 1, 1999; December 10, 2012 effective January 1, 2012)

7.9 Standby Pay, Show Up Pay and Call Out Pay
To fairly compensate employees for inspection and emergency work outside of the regular working
hours.
Definitions:
‘Standby Pay’ is compensation for being available to respond to any call outside of the regular
hours;
‘Show Up Pay’ is compensation for scheduled servicing or checking on facilities or equipment for
normally less than one hour of work.
‘Call Out Pay’ is compensation for non-scheduled working time outside of regular working hours.
Policy:
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All employees required to be on Standby after completing their regular shift(s) will
be compensated at a daily flat rate determined in conjunction with the Wage Grid
approved by Council during the annual Budget process.
Employees routinely scheduled to service or check facilities and equipment, such as lift stations, on
days other than their regular shifts, will be paid a minimum of one (1) hour of overtime as Show Up
Pay. This is in addition to any Standby Pay the employee may qualify for.
Employees who are called out will be paid Call Out Pay for the actual hours worked at the rate of
pay that applies to those hours worked. This may be in addition to the Standby Pay that the
employee may qualify for.
Routine scheduled work does not qualify as Call Out, such as servicing of plant or lift stations.
(Amended March 14, 2011)

7.10 Termination
Terminations will be dealt with in accordance with Alberta Employment Standards and/or
common law. The CAO will be responsible for final approval of any termination
recommended by the department Director.
7.11 Acting Incumbency Compensation
1) Where an Employee is designated, in writing, by the CAO to perform a majority of the
duties and responsibilities of a higher level position for a period exceeding fifteen (15)
consecutive working days or more, the Employee shall receive acting incumbency
pay in place of their regular salary. The requirement to perform duties for the higher
level position may be the result of a vacancy in the higher level position caused by
either short or long term illness/disability or termination of employment, but excludes
vacation time. The requirement to perform duties for the higher-level position may be
in addition to the regular duties of the Employee.
2) Acting incumbency pay shall be paid to the Employee on the following basis:
a) Following the completion of fifteen (15) working days, for the total period of
acting incumbency
b) The entry-level salary of the higher level position, except that the Employee shall
not be paid less than 5% higher than the Employee’s regular salary.

8.0 WORK CONDITIONS
8.1 Safety- also refer Policy 218-07
The provision of a safe and healthy working environment for employees, citizens and
visitors, is a top priority for the Town of High Level. Safety is a shared responsibility.
Success depends on the alertness and personal commitment of all.
All employees are expected to obey safety rules and to exercise caution in all work
activities.
All employees are required to have basic first aid and CPR training. If you do not have
this training, please inform your supervisor and training will be arranged. The Town will
cover the costs of this training.
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Training for WHMIS, Hazardous Goods, and related courses will be provided to
employees as required.
Coordination for safety and safety related training will be coordinated jointly with each
department, the Safety Coordinator and the Health & Safety Committee All concerns or
requests should be forwarded through the immediate supervisor.
All injuries and accidents must be reported to your immediate supervisor and the Safety
Coordinator as soon as possible after the incident occurring.
All safety related clothing and equipment shall be supplied to the employees by the
Town, with the exception of boots. Employees required to wear safety or specialized
footwear will be allowed a maximum annual claim of two hundred dollars ($200.00) upon
submission of receipts.
8.2 Security
The senior individual in each of the Town’s facilities is responsible for the security of that
facility.
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One set of keys to each facility and all security codes must be presented to the Chief
Administrative Officer.
Security codes must be changed each time a staff member, with access to that code,
leaves the employ of the Town of High Level, or is transferred from working in the facility.
A facility will only be re-keyed when the Chief Administrative Officer believes that a
departing employee does not return all sets of keys.
8.3 Use of Equipment and Vehicles
Equipment and vehicles essential in accomplishing job duties are expensive and may be
difficult to replace. When using property, employees are expected to exercise care,
perform required maintenance, and follow all operating instructions, safety standards,
and guidelines.
8.4 Smoking – Directive 017-05 Smoke Free Workplaces
All public access municipal facilities are Non-Smoking unless posted otherwise.
8.5 Travel and Subsistence Expenses – Policy 182-01

8.6 Membership in Professional Organizations
The Town will pay for up to two Professional Memberships, in organizations reflecting the
employee’s duties, per annum. Employees are requested to inform the Municipal
Treasurer during the Budget process the required Professional Memberships for inclusion
in the subsequent year’s budget.
9.0 EMPLOYEE CONDUCT
9.1 Confidentiality of Information
The Municipal Government Act and other applicable legislation govern confidentiality of
municipal business. All employees undertake an oath of confidentiality as part of their
employment agreement as a condition of employment with the Town of High Level.
9.2 Outside Employment
Employees may seek employment from other sources while employed by the Town of
High Level under the following circumstances:
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1. The employee does not become a contractor, or an employee of, or
subcontractor to a contractor to the Town while in the Town’s employ, unless
approved in advance by the Chief Administrative Officer.
2. The outside employment does not interfere with the regular work hours of the
employee and job requirements of the Town of High Level as their primary
employer.
3. The outside employment does not interfere with the employee’s physical or
mental capabilities to perform their duties, i.e. fatigue or ongoing physical
problem.
4. The employee does not use the tools, equipment or facilities of the Town.
5. The employee does not put him/herself or the Town of High Level at an
increased level of risk due to excessive hours of work over those regulated by
Alberta Employment Standards (12 hours per day).
Attendance at meetings of boards or committees to which the employee has been
elected or appointed that conflict with the employee’s regular hours of work must be
approved in advance by the Chief Administrative Officer. The employee may be required
to make up the hours absent or take the time off without pay, although accommodations
will be made whenever feasible for community service involvements.
9.3 Harassment – replaced by Policy 251-17185-01
9.4 Violence
Violence in the workplace will not be tolerated. Incidents of violence will be brought to the
attention of the employee’s supervisor, department Director, HR and Safety Officer as
soon as possible after the incident. The Director and Safety Officer will investigate the
incident in an expedient fashion. If the employee alleging violence believes the incident
will be repeated proper legal channels should be pursued.
If the individual accused of violence is an employee of the Town the Chief Administrative
Officer may suspend that individual with pay. An employee found guilty of violence in the
workplace, by a Court of Law or the Human Rights Commission, will be terminated
immediately.
9.5 Drug and Alcohol Use
The Town of High Level is committed to providing a drug-free, healthy and safe
workplace. To promote this goal, employees are required to report for work in the
appropriate mental and physical condition necessary to perform their duties.
While in or on Town of High Level premises and while conducting employment related
activities away from Town of High Level premises, no employee may use possess,
distribute, sell or be under the influence of alcohol or illegal drugs. The foregoing does
not apply to alcohol consumption at sanctioned social functions. The legal use of
prescribed drugs is permitted at work only if it does not impair the employee’s ability to
perform their work effectively and in a safe manner. Employees are required to inform
their supervisor of any prescription drugs that may cause impairment.
9.6 Attendance and Punctuality
Employees are expected to be at their place of work during the time established by Town
Council or the Chief Administrative Officer and Department Directors. Tardiness is only
acceptable when previously arranged with the employee’s supervisor or in exceptional
circumstances.
9.7 Personal Use of Municipal Office Systems/Equipment
Employees are allowed the use of the Town’s computing equipment, photocopier, fax
machine, or similar equipment only during non-working hours and at no cost to the Town.
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Costs for the use of the Town’s equipment shall be set from time to time by the Chief
Administrative Officer.
Land Line & Cell Phone Use: Use of the Town’s telephone systems for personal outgoing
calls shall be restricted to breaks and off-hours as much as possible. Long distance
charges are to be reimbursed to the Town. While it is difficult to restrict incoming
personal calls, employees are requested to keep these to a minimum occurrence and
duration. Excessive use of the Town’s telephone system for personal calls may result in
disciplinary action.
Personal Visitors: While it is difficult to restrict personal visits in Public facilities,
employees are requested to keep these to a minimum. Excessive personal visits may
result in disciplinary action.
Internet Use: Use of the Town’s internet system for personal use shall be restricted to
breaks and off-hours as much as possible. Inappropriate use of the internet will not be
tolerated and may lead to disciplinary action.
9.8 Media Relations
Media relations shall be in accordance to any media relation policy adopted by Council.
9.9 Political Activities
The Town of High Level is neutral in its support of any officially recognized political party.
Political activities of employees shall not interfere with the ability of the employee or their
coworkers to perform their duties. If the activity will interfere with the employee’s duties
they may request a leave of absence.
9.10 Application of Policy
This policy applies to all employees of the Town of High Level, unless amended by
individual contract with the employee and the Town. In situations where a contract exists
between an employee and the Town this policy applies in all circumstances not
addressed in the contract.
This policy may be amended from time to time by the Council. The Employees will be
approached with any changes prior to the amendment.
Council reserves the right to extend the provisions of this policy, to the benefit of the
employee, on an individual or group basis, at any time by resolution of Council.
10.0 Policies & Directives
Human Resources Policies and Directives are adopted from time to time. Some may
modify, directly or indirectly, the Human Resource Policy. Most are incorporated in the
updated consolidations of the Human Resource Policy.
Human Resource Policies:
182-01 Travel & Subsistence Reimbursement
185-01 Harassment in the Workplace
184-01 Travel Benefit Allowance
204-03 Vacation Scheduling
214-06 Vehicle Usage
218-07 Health & Safety
240-12 Electronic Communication Device
Administrative Directives:
011-01 Employee Compensation
013-02 Long Service Awards
010-98 Protective Clothing

P a g e | 19
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015-03 Health & Safety Manual
017-05 Smoke Free Workplaces
018-07 Hazard ID
019-07 Workplace Inspections
020-07 Safety Training
021-07 Incident Investigation
022-07 Safety Meetings
024-09 Employee Relocation Allowance
025-09 Safe Work Procedure Directive
026-10 Emergency Response Plans

P a g e | 20
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Town of High Level
Administrative Directive 10-98
Title:

PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

Authority:
Policy Related to:
Old Procedure No.:
Approved:
Rescinds:

Chief Administrative Officer
Human Resources Policy
ADM 02-3
______________
October 28, 2010

Purpose:
To provide required safety clothing and equipment. The Town supplies all clothing except
boots, for which an allowance is available per year as per Human Resources Policy section 8.1.
Policy:

1. The Town will supply One (1) pair of winter coveralls, One (1) pair of summer coveralls, and
Gloves as required each year for all employees required to wear safety clothing. The Town
must approve any exception.

2. The Town will supply all specialty safety clothing.

3. For employees that require safety footwear an annual allowance up to $200 will be paid on
submitted receipts.

4. Purchases of all clothing and footwear must be approved by the Director of the Department.

Approved
Amended
Amended

DATE
June 20, 2016
October 28, 2010
January 22, 1999

___________________________________
Adam Clarkson,Chief Administrative Officer
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TOWN OF HIGH LEVEL
Request for Decision

Issue:
Granting property tax exemptions for properties used by non-profit
organizations for the benefit of the community.

Recommendation:
THAT Council exempt from property taxation for the 2017 taxation year all of the properties for
which a property tax exemption application has been received from community non-profit
organizations.
AND
THAT these property tax exemptions remain in place for three years, up to and including the
2019 taxation year.

CAO Comments:

Target Decision Date: January 9, 2017
Submitted By: Tim DenOudsten, Taxation & Utilities Clerk
Reviewed By: Brittany Stahl, Director of Finance
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BACKGROUND
Overview:
Completed applications have been received from five non-profit organizations operating
within the Town of High Level requesting to be exempt from property taxation in 2017.
The organizations and the properties for which they are requesting property tax
exemption are as follows:
High Level Native Friendship Centre Society
Properties for which property tax exemption requested:
9803 100 Street (Youth Activity Centre)
11000 95 Street (Offices, Food Bank, Used Clothing, Community Hall)
9501 108 Avenue (Aboriginal Headstart)
High Level Agricultural Society
Property for which property tax exemption requested:
9500 Highway 58 (Rodeo Grounds)
High Level Toy Lending Library Society
Properties for which property tax exemption requested:
10905 100 Avenue (Parent Link Centre, Jump Start Playschool, Toy Lending Library)
10907 100 Avenue (Vacant lot-parking for the TLL&PLC)
Coalition for Far Northwest Alberta Brighter Futures Society (Chinchaga Adult Learning
Council)
Property for which property tax exemption requested:
10202 98 Avenue
Northwest Alberta Resource Society (Safe Home)
Property for which property tax exemption requested:
10502 98 Avenue
Legislation & Policy:
Municipal Government Act (MGA):
Section 362(1) The following are exempt from taxation under this Division:
(n) property that is
(iii) used for a charitable or benevolent purpose that is for the benefit of
the general public, and owned by
(A) The Crown in right of Alberta or Canada, a municipality or any
other body that is exempt from taxation under this Division and
held by a non-profit organization
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Community Organization Property Tax Exemption Regulations (COPTER):
Section 4(2), Section 15 (k)(ii) The facility must be used 60% of the time that the facility
is in use for a charitable and benevolent purpose that benefits the general public in the
community where the facility is located.
Section 7(1) The property must not be restricted based on
a) race, culture, ethnic origin, religious belief,
b) the ownership of property,
c) the requirement to pay fees of any kind, other than minor entrance or service
fees, or
d) the requirement to become a member of an organization.
10(1) Property referred to in section 362(1)(n)(iii) of the Act is not exempt from taxation
unless
(a) the charitable or benevolent purpose for which the property is primarily used is a
purpose that benefits the general public in the municipality in which the property is
located, and
(b) the resources of the non-profit organization that holds the property are devoted chiefly
to the charitable or benevolent purpose for which the property is used.
(2) Property is not exempt from taxation under section 362(1)(n)(iii) of the Act if, for
more than 30% of the time that the property is in use, the use of the property is restricted
within the meaning of section 7.
Section 17(1) If a municipality has granted a non-profit organization an exemption from
taxation under section 16 in respect of a property, the municipality may grant the nonprofit organization an exemption from taxation in the following taxation year under
section 16 in respect of the property without requiring the organization to apply for the
exemption.
(2) A municipality that has waived an application requirement under subsection (1) in
respect of a property for a taxation year may
(a) require the non-profit organization that holds the property to provide any information
that the organization may be required to provide if it was applying for an exemption;
and
(b) if the non-profit organization does not provide the information, cancel in that taxation
year the exemption for all or part of that taxation year and require the organization to pay
property tax in respect of the property for the period that the exemption is cancelled.
(3) A municipality may not waive the application requirement under subsection (1) in
respect of a property for more than 3 consecutive taxation years.
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Financial:
Since all of these properties have already been exempt from property taxation for a
number of years, the cost of providing these exemptions has already been incorporated
into the budget.
The one exception is the High Level Native Friendship Centre Society’s property at
11000 95 Street, which was only eligible for partial property tax exemption in 2016 and
previous years. Due to new information that has been collected by Administration, the
property is now eligible for full property tax exemption in 2017 and future years. The
2016 property taxes levied on this property were $7,594.59.
This loss in property tax revenue in 2017 was not incorporated into the 2017 budget, but
it is more than offset by revenues in other departments that are anticipated to be higher
than the budgeted amounts in 2017. Therefore, the overall financial impact is minimal.
Organizational:
Exempting the affected properties from property taxation for three years instead of one
year would reduce by approximately two-thirds the time spent by Administration
collecting and processing property tax exemption applications.
Comments:
All of these properties received exemption from property taxation in the 2016 property
tax year. Because the operations and services of most non-profit organizations do not
change significantly from year to year, it would be advantageous to require re-application
only every three years instead of annually. This would save time for Administration as
well as the affected non-profit organizations.
Some of the organizations have advised Administration that they are still waiting for their
most recent financial statements to be finalized and that they will forward this
information to the Town once they have received it.
As per COPTER s.17(2), the Town is free at any time during this three year period to
request for information from these non-profit organizations would still be possible at any
time during the three year period to ensure ongoing compliance with relevant legislation
providing eligibility for property tax exemption.
Alternatives:
1. THAT Council make exempt from the property taxation for the 2017 taxation
year all of the properties for which a property tax exemption application has
been received from community non-profit organizations.
AND
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THAT these property tax exemptions remain in place for three years, up to
and including the 2019 taxation year.
2. THAT Council make exempt from property taxation for the 2017 taxation year
all of the properties for which a property tax exemption application has been
received from community non-profit organizations.
3. THAT Council not make exempt from property taxation for the 2017 taxation
year all of the properties for which a property tax exemption application has
been received from community non-profit organizations.
Recommended Alternative: 1
Documents
Completed property tax exemption applications & relevant supporting documents
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CORRESPONDENCE
FOR ACTION

To be held January 21-22, 2017.
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Town of High Level
Policy 168-99
Title:

DONATIONS & SPONSORSHIP

Authority:
Council Motion:
Date:
Old Policy:
Rescinds:

Council
126-99
March 22, 1999
FIN 02-99
All Previous

Purpose of Policy
The Town of High Level will assist non-profit organizations in a manner that benefits the
community throughout the fiscal year. Notwithstanding Section 8, donations and sponsorships
outside the scope of this policy will be considered by Council in the budget process.

Policy Statement
1.

A donation is defined as a cash contribution.

2.

A sponsorship is defined as support in kind of a specific event or activity, if that event or
activity is open to the public in High Level.

3.

To qualify for support, any club, society or organization must demonstrate that:
a) its operations are non-profit;
b) its aims are to the greater good of the community;
c) it is not affiliated with any religious party or lobby group; and
d) it is member driven with no connection to professional fundraisers
e) the specific budget amount to be approved by Council.
f) the organization is from High Level.

4.

The Town of High Level may provide goods and services in place of a cash donation.

5.

The Town of High Level will not provide alcoholic beverages for any external event or
function.

6.

Advertising is not an element of this policy.

7.

No organization will receive more than $300.00 value in total contribution per
application.

8.

Council may consider an alternate amount in exceptional circumstances.

Amended November 27, 2006

Amended November 27, 2006

9.

The organization must demonstrate a self-contribution in cash or in kind for each
application.
The free use or reduced fees for non-profit groups using any Recreation Facility to be
valued by the Fee Schedule for that specific facility.
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Town of High Level
Donations & Sponsorship Policy
Page 2

Procedures
1.

All applicants requesting a donation from Council must complete a donation
application form.

2.

Groups receiving assistance are required to provide the Town of High Level with an
official receipt.

3.

The Town’s Donation program will be administered and approved by Council.

4.

All donations and sponsorships will be made within budget limitations.

5.

The Treasurer shall prepare a monthly summary of donations for inclusion in the
Monthly Operating Statements.

6.

No single cause or organization will normally be considered for support more than once
in a fiscal year.

Adopted
Amended
Amended
Amended

DATE
March 22, 1999
November 27, 2006
March 28, 2011
April 23, 2012

RESOLUTION
126-99
438-06
114-11
172-12
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March 13 deadline for rural communities to apply for
federal broadband funding
January 4, 2017
The federal government is investing up to $500 million for the Connect to Innovate program which is targeted to bring highspeed Internet service to 300 rural and remote communities across Canada by 2021.
The program will fund the development of “backbone” broadband networks, which are digital highways that move data in
and out of communities. It will also provide some funding for “last-mile” connections between backbone networks and areas
where households don’t have internet speeds of at least five megabits per second. Typically the maximum amount of
funding for new backbone and new last-mile projects is up to 75 per cent of the total eligible costs, and up to 90 per cent for
new backbone projects targeting remote communities. For backbone upgrades and partially served last-mile projects, the
maximum amount is 50 per cent. Projects must be substantially completed by March 31, 2021.
Applicants, including municipalities and community groups, must demonstrate that their community is underserved. Further
information, including eligibility and application details, is available on the Connect to Innovate website.
AUMA is pleased to see details on the federal funding program and will continue to urge the federal and provincial
governments for funding support to improve broadband connectivity and capacity for underserved communities in Alberta.
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Government of Canada
Connect to Innovate
From Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada
The Connect to Innovate program will invest up to $500 million by 2021, to bring high-speed
Internet to rural and remote communities in Canada. In these communities, challenging
geography and smaller populations present barriers to private sector investment in building,
operating and maintaining infrastructure.
This program will support new "backbone" infrastructure to connect institutions like schools and
hospitals with a portion of funding for upgrades and "last-mile" infrastructure to households and
businesses. Canadians will have the opportunity to innovate and participate in our economy,
democracy and way of life using new digital tools and cutting-edge services like tele-health and
tele-learning.

Why is it important?
In Budget 2016, the Government of Canada put forward a vision to build Canada as a global
centre of innovation—one that focuses on strengthening the middle class by creating jobs,
driving growth across all industries and improving the lives of all Canadians.
The Connect to Innovate program will help realize the Innovation Agenda's vision by investing
up to $500 million by 2021, to ensure that rural and remote communities across Canada are well
positioned to take advantage of the opportunities afforded by the digital age.
Internet access serves as more than just a convenience: it is an essential means by which citizens,
businesses, and institutions access information, offer services, and create opportunities that could
otherwise be out of reach.
The funding for Connect to Innovate will be directed to new backbone infrastructure in rural and
remote communities across Canada. Building this infrastructure is the modern equivalent of
building roads or railway spurs into rural and remote areas, connecting them to the global
economy. This backbone infrastructure is often fibre optic-based, but can be comprised of a
range of technologies including microwave and satellite service.
Although the focus of the program is on new backbone infrastructure, during extensive
consultations stakeholders identified additional needs that warrant eligibility. As such, eligibility
will include backbone capacity upgrades and resiliency, as well as last-mile infrastructure
projects to households and businesses.
Capacity upgrades are needed in some communities that already have access to fibre optics but
the network is particularly old when less scalable designs were common, and becoming
congested. Resiliency projects will also be eligible to include the construction of fibre loop
extensions to help mitigate the impact of accidental fibre cuts in rural and remote areas.
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A portion of Connect to Innovate program funds will also support "last-mile" connectivity
projects to households, at speeds of at least 5 Megabits per second (Mbps), where gaps continue
to persist. Last-mile infrastructure brings Internet access from the backbone to end users like
households or small businesses through familiar wired or wireless technologies, such as cable,
digital subscriber line (DSL), fixed wireless or satellite. Without adequate last-mile
infrastructure, Canadian consumers and businesses are not able to take advantage of the
backbone infrastructure that may already exist in a community.
The program is supporting new and upgraded backbone and last-mile infrastructure projects in
rural and remote communities across Canada to ensure that our country is drawing on the
strengths of all Canadians to drive innovation, growth, and the creation of new jobs.

Contact information
For general questions and comments please contact the Connecting Canadians Branch.
By phone:
1-800-328-6189
By email:
ic.cti-bpi.ic@canada.ca
By mail:
Connecting Canadians Branch
C.D. Howe Building
235 Queen Street, 1 floor, West Tower
Ottawa, ON K1A 0H5
Canada
st
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FOR INFORMATION
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AAMDC Spring 2017 Convention & Trade
Show Registration Now Open!
The Spring 2017 Convention will take place March 2022, 2017 at the
Shaw Conference Centre in Edmonton. The March 20 trade show will
feature over 130 booths that provide services and products our members
may require.
Learn more...

Provide your input to the Alberta
Electoral Boundaries Commission
The Alberta Electoral Boundaries Commission (AEBC),
appointed in late 2016, has been tasked with reviewing
the existing boundaries and names for the 87 electoral
constituencies and must report to the Legislative
Assembly of Alberta by October 31, 2017.
Learn more...

AAMDC Board Governance Review
Committee Needs Member Input
The AAMDC Board Governance Review Committee
distributed questions to CAOs, Mayors and Reeves on
December 23, 2016 for completion by AAMDC member
councils. These question will provide the committee with
valuable member input that will help shape their final
report and recommendations, to be presented to the

Learn more
about the key
issues facing rural
Alberta and
our position
statements.

AAMDC
Legal Counsel
Special Areas Board
Journeyman Carpenter
Sturgeon County
Vegetation Management
Technicians
Agricultural Inspectors
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membership at the AAMDC Spring 2017 Convention.
Learn more...

MD of Greenview
Municipal Engineer
Rocky View County
Health & Safety Advisor
City of Red Deer
Technology Operations

SALMTEC’s ABWRETA Training
Course Registration Now Open
Alberta Wetland Rapid Evaluation Tool (ABWRET) is a
standardized method for assessing the important natural
functions of all types of wetlands present in Alberta. Use
of this method is a requirement through the Government
of Alberta's Wetland Policy where Water Act approval is
sought and wetlands will be permanently impacted. A
strong understanding of this tool is required at three sign
off points in the Water Act approval process for wetlands.
Visit www.salmtec.com for more details.

Coordinator
Click here to view
our job board.

District 5 Meeting
January 13, 2017
District 3 Meeting
January 16, 2017

2017 Municipal Census Training
Sessions
Alberta Municipal Affairs will be delivering training
sessions on January 23 and January 25 on how to
conduct a municipal census based on the 2015 Municipal
Census Training manual. The session is designed to
help census coordinators effectively plan and carry out
a census. Registration deadline is January 20, 2016.
Registration will be capped at 30 participants per session.
Learn more...

View our Contact newsletter
archive or our member
bulletin archive.

STANDATA Announcement: Persons
with Developmental Disabilities (PDD)
Residential Occupancy Assessment
In support of the Government of Alberta response to the
recommendations of the report Supporting and Inclusive
Lives: Report of the Persons with Developmental
Disabilities Safety Standards Consultation 2016 released
to the public on October 26, 2016, a Ministerial Order,
effective December 30, 2016, amends the Exemption
Regulation under the Safety Codes Act to ensure that a
residential standard is applied to the homes of adults with
developmental disabilities. This means that safety codes
inspections will not occur in these homes unless there is

Click the link above
to watch our video,
Where It All Starts:
Rural Alberta with the
AAMDC
featuring Doug!

Forward to friend
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a request, an incident or complaint, as with any other
home.
For more information and detail, please refer to the
December 20, 2016 joint letter issued by the Minister of

Share on Twitter

Use your own custom HTML

Municipal Affairs and the Minister of Human Services.
The Exemption Regulation will be posted on the Alberta
Municipal Affairs website in the near future for easier
reference.
Alberta Municipal Affairs – PDD Safety Standards
Information
Alberta Human Services  PDD Safety Standards
Consultation

STANDATA Announcement: New
Plumbing Code
The National Plumbing Code 2015 came into force on
January 1, 2017 under the Alberta Plumbing Code
Regulation and is applicable throughout the Province of
Alberta. Follow this link for more details.

Resolutions Deadline for Spring 2017
Convention
With district meetings approaching, the AAMDC are
reminding members of the important role resolutions play
in guiding the association’s advocacy efforts. To
maximize these efforts, having wellwritten resolutions
that are clear, concise and include pertinent information
is essential.
Learn more..

Energy Efficiency Alberta a work in progress as
part of carbon tax plan
Firefighting feud west of Edmonton still hampering

response times, fire chief says
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Alberta's Climate Leadership Plan: What the
province's environment minister says about it
Analysis | 'It's tricky': Why there's no magic number

for an effective carbon tax
Oilpatchfriendly royalty system takes effect in
Alberta
Carbon capture industry could grow if taxes rise,

expert says
Alberta bee lab working to keep Canadian hives
buzzing
Alberta to take action on water security
Inventory of abandoned oil and gas wells doubles
in 2016
Alberta government hints that more carbon tax
relief is coming for farmers

Carbon tax rebate promised to keep Alberta
greenhouses competitive with those in B.C.
Challenge 2017: What’s next for forgotten coal
towns like Alberta’s Forestburg as plug pulled on

industry
‘Real money is in recreational marijuana’:
Businesses look forward to a pivotal 2017

Website

Twitter

LinkedIn

YouTube

Our mailing address is:
2510 Sparrow Drive
Nisk, AB T9E 8N5
You are receiving this email because you are subscribed to the AAMDC Contact newsletter.
Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list
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From: Maryann Chichak <maryannchichak@whitecourt.ca>
Date: December 22, 2016 at 8:53:58 AM MST
To: Undisclosed recipients:;
Subject: Carbon Tax
Good Morning Everyone,
I am writing to you as the Mayor of Whitecourt and enclosing the letter our community has written to
Premier Notley regarding the upcoming carbon tax and the effects it will have on our municipality,
businesses and residents. I am asking that you review this letter and send a similar one to the Premier,
Minister Phillips and your local MLA.
If you have any questions regarding this letter please feel free to contact me back. In addition, if you
municipality chooses to support this initiative, please let me know.
I would like to wish each of you a very Merry Christmas, a joyous holiday season and all the best to you
and your family in 2017.
With warm regards,
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Season's greeting and best
wishes for 2017
Northern Health Summit
June 16 & 17, Peace River AB
Hosted over one and a half days, the Summit brought together
representatives from over 45 northern municipalities, First Nations
and Metis communities; northern colleges, regional economic
development alliances and provincial elected representatives, with
senior leaders and staff from Alberta Health and Alberta Health
Services to discuss priority issues.

Welcoming
Debbie Jabbour
On September 28, 2016, Ms.
Debbie Jabbour was appointed
the Chair for the Northern
Alberta Development Council.
Ms. Jabbour is the MLA for the
constituency of Peace River,
and currently resides in High
Level. She is the Deputy
Speaker and Chair of
Committees in the Legislative
Assembly of Alberta. She is a
member of the Standing
Committee on Legislative
Offices as well as the Special
Standing Committee on
Member’s Services. Welcome!

Breakout sessions were held in order to allow communities to
discuss and respond to identified ministry and zone priorities for the
north and share community perspectives, challenges and solutions
on health services. The event was well received and a full
proceedings report is now available on the NADC website
at http://nadc.ca/docs/HS-Proceedings-Report.pdf. Council has
committed to advancing the report with senior leaders within the
Ministry of Health and will be providing an update to northern
leaders in 2017 on progress of the following outcomes:








A mechanism to coordinate ongoing communication and
engagement be developed with northern municipalities
and Indigenous communities to ensure health policies and
services for the north are inclusive of local northern
community perspectives
The use of technology be explored to better serve
northern residents, minimize travel for health services
where possible, and support patient advocacy and quality
of care
Gaps in transportation infrastructure be addressed to
support patients requiring access to health services
A distributed service delivery and funding model for
health services and education that meets the
geographical, cultural and vocational realities of the north
and its residents be developed

2015-16 Annual
Report
The NADC annual report was
tabled before the Legislative
Assembly on December 13,
2016. The report contains a
summary of Council’s activities
from April 1, 2015 to March 31,
2016. Electronic version of the
report is available at
http://nadc.ca/annual-report.asp.




Municipal and Indigenous leaders be engaged to actively
support health promotion and healthy community
initiatives in the north
A sustainable northern health workforce strategy be
developed

Grey Matters 2016
The Grey Matters 2016
Conference was held
September 20 – 21 in Grande
Prairie. The NADC was a proud
co-sponsor of this well-received
event, held in northern Alberta
for the first time ever. With a
record setting attendance of
392, the conference was a great
success!

Northern Broadband
Preparedness Project
The NADC has partnered with the Entrepreneurship and Regional
Development Branch of the Ministry of Economic Development and
Trade as well as the 5 northern Regional Economic Development
Alliances to identify the current state of broadband within the NADC
region. Throughout the second half of 2016, multiple information
sessions were facilitated in northern communities. The project will
come to a conclusion in March 2017, to be followed by seminars
presented by each northern REDA regarding the final product.
The video about the project can be found on the NADC webiste.

NADC Bursary
Each year, the NADC
administers over 1.5 million
dollars to students who agree to
live and work within the NADC
region after completing their
studies. Check out our website
at www.nadc.ca for more
information on a variety of
bursary programs to see what
may be right for you!

NADC Area Profile
The NADC Area Profile was completed in order to provide
information for investors and entrepreneurs when considering
opportunities for doing business in the NADC region. This profile
has the potential to serve as a basis or starting point for other
regional economic analyses and can help to identify and address
regional challenges.

Photo Contest
The annual Capture the North
photo contest collected over 75
entries and declared 4 winners
and 4 runners –up across 4
categories. Congratulations all!

Staff Changes

Flax Seed Research Project
The Northern Alberta Flax Research Project, a joint initiative
between the NADC, University of Alberta and Alberta Innovates
Technology Futures, aims to document the biochemical profile of
selected lines and varieties of northern adapted flax and lay
foundation for full utilization (both grain and straw) of northern
Alberta flax and provide foundation knowledge to fully utilize
Alberta’s abundant agriculture resources. The most recent update
on the status of the project was released on October 10, 2016. As
of fall 2016, selected flax lines exhibiting early maturity traits have
been planted at several sites in northern Alberta, and initial meetings
with collaborating industries and other stakeholders have been
accomplished.

In August we said a temporary
farewell to Senior Northern
Development Officer Melonie
Doucette in the Fort McMurray
office as she goes on maternity
leave until August 2017.
In June, we welcomed two new
Senior Northern Development
Officers to our Peace River
office, Nicole Renaud and
Victoria Zeppa. We also said
farewell to Deborah Clarke,
Administrative Assistant, as she
moved into a new position with
the Ministry of Environment and
Parks in Edmonton.
In September, Audrey DeWit,
Manager, returned to us from a
3 year secondment to the Slave
Lake Wildfire Recovery Team.
In October, we welcomed a new
Administrative Assistant, Anne
Okaley.
In November, Sharon Mah,
Research Officer, returned to us
from her maternity leave.

Northern Alberta Development Council
Bag 900-14
Peace River Alberta T8S 1T4
Canada

December 6, 2016

Adam Clarkson, CAO
Town of High Level
10511–103 Street
High Level, AB T0H 1Z0

Dear Mr. Clarkson,
Thank you so much for the wonderful news! We are honored to have the Town of High Level as
a Municipal Initiative Partner that supports STARS with your confirmation of a commitment of
support in the amount of $2,000 for 2017. Please extend our sincerest appreciation to the
Town of High Level Council members for their leadership and dedication to saving lives.
The current economic environment poses many challenges for Albertans and STARS alike. The
reality for STARS is decreased funding and increasing demand. Last year, STARS experienced a
9% increase in call volume and the majority of STARS response is providing critical services for
the general public.
Currently, more than ¾ of rural municipalities across the province and inter-provincially (along
with urban municipalities) are working together in partnership to save lives through the
Municipal Initiative. We are truly grateful to the Town of High Level and your residents; who
now join the majority of municipalities supporting STARS life-saving mission. These
municipalities recognize STARS as a valued asset of their emergency protective services as
STARS works very closely with all chain of survival partners to ensure that the highest levels of
emergency protective services are available for Albertans.
I will continue to look forward to working closely with you and your council to keep them wellinformed. Please do not hesitate to contact me directly @ 780-830-7006 or 780-512-6205
(cell), if I can be of further assistance. Thank you for being our “partner in saving lives.”
Sincerely,

Glenda Farnden
Sr. Municipal Relations Liaison
STARS Foundation
gfarnden@stars.ca
STARS Grande Prairie Base | 10911 123 Street, Grande Prairie, AB T8V 7Z3 | T: 780-830-7000 F: 780-830-7009
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